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        What you’re holding in your hands is the first-ever  

issue of The Finger.  It is full of artwork, poems, short stories, 

and creative non-fiction submitted to us from people across the 

country, selected by the staff to be included in the magazine.  

We deliberated and discussed every piece before making a 

final decision in order to create something that we would be 

proud to read, that others would want to read, and that would 

do well representing the college in the literary community. 

            The power of print is this: these words exist in the now. 

Words can change things; tangible words even more than those 

spoken. The impact will linger long after print. 

             My hope is that The Finger leads a full life; that  

those who wouldn’t ordinarily pick up a literary magazine  

will encounter something that makes them read a little more, 

that lingers.  

        This endeavor should not be short-lived. 

        Much thanks to the Student Corporation, Liz Brownell 

for her assistance, Justin Mapes for the lovely layout work, 

Jon Palzer, who aptly named our magazine, Curt Nehring Bliss 

for his continued support and advice, The Finger staff and 

faculty advisors, and you, the reader.  

Letter from the Editor

Dear Reader:

Editor-in-Chief
Amanda Layne Ferguson,





Carolyn wakes late to tell lies by the river.

Cupping a moth to her lips, she sips the 

powdery night air from its wings, pouting 

and murmuring regrets. Why has she fallen 

through love?  Why does she live only on

warm water and doubt?

Wreckage

Foggy stars arrive to ignore her, rocks grow 

wet beneath her knees, while the slender

ribs of the river grasp the cloud escaping 

from her fingers, the confessions of a starling

sputtering apart in the weight of a cold night,

migrating to the daylight woods and fields.  

Elinore tells lies to the river to bend its course 

away from her abandoned heart, the one that 

brays its nights like a mule under a yellow moon, 

parched and kicking at dewy stones.  She begs 

her tongue becomes a sheaf of dry twigs above 

an oven.  Without water it will burn her alive.

•
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If she had only remained silent, she would not

have succumbed to the river’s undulating torso,

lulled into bathing under the moon’s exiled ardor – 

its chill on the black horizon a heavy net of desire

to drag her away. Why must she pray for rage? 

Why does she beat her palms against her brow?  

 

And you who summoned the river with a forked stick

pause only a moment to watch each husk wither 

into itself, sad boats set afloat on the chop and 

gristle of your promises.  Their splintered hulls 

signaling damnation of your blessings – the grief

you walk away from before it reaches your shore.

Jon Palzer

•



What the West Has Won

Ryan Kimiecik

   7:03 AM. F*ck. At least I can rest a bit longer. F*ck. 
My headphones are tangled around my hand.

9:00 AM. F*ck. Five more minutes of lethargic bliss.
   The water in the shower is warm. It’s too warm. I don’t 
turn it down.
   Breakfast. I contemplate two-hundred and fifty-five 
minutes of classes that used to interest me. Your life isn’t 
that bad, I said. I know. I just can’t help it.
   I walk to class. Three of them in one day. I shouldn’t 
be complaining.
   I feel like sleeping. I want to sleep. I shouldn’t. I know. 
This girl is talking too fast. She just said like for the fifth 
time and um for the sixth. I raise my hand. Need to get 
my credit. I say something. I am not sure if it is right.
   Fifteen minute break. I think about skipping the next 
one. I never do, I don’t know why.
   11:43 AM. Still tired. I got my eight hours. Oh well. 
The ashen grey professor bellows dust in fluorescent 
space. I don’t feel like participating today. Tomorrow I 
said.
   Forty-five minute break.  Lunch. I don’t want to go to 
my next class. I want to take a nap. I listen to some  
music. I wish I could make some music. I need a hobby.
   Class again. She is here. She just said um again. That 
makes seven. Eight. Nine. She must be nervous. How 
unsure can she be? Ten.
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   I um...can’t like understand what she is um...getting at. 
It is like she is talking um...like too fast or something. 

   They are just place holders. Why is this the one thing 
that bothers me today? Little place holders. She is  
buying herself time to think. I don’t know why I dislike 
it so much. You just do I said. Ok.

   Finally out of class. Two-hundred and fifty-five 
minutes. I feel like I learned something today. No you 
don’t, I said.
   7:14 PM. I wake up. F*ck. I needed to get work done 
tonight. Oh well.
   Dinner. I think about how I need to go to sleep earlier 
tonight. I am not going to be able to fall asleep. F*ck.

   The Internet. A lifetime of entertainment stationed a 
foot from my face. Only a half-hour. Then I need to do 
work. This shit must be bad for my brain. I can feel the 
cells scream for mercy as my contorted spine begins 
to speak. No more LCD intoxication. I need a hobby. 
Maybe I should try to read more. You read on the 
Internet. No you don’t.
   An hour goes by. F*ck. I can’t stop. I wish it would 
just go away. No you don’t. You’re right.
   Another hour. Another hour. Jesus, that girl said um 
way too many times. Why am I still thinking about this? 
I need a hobby. Maybe I will learn to play an instrument. 
Oh well.
   I pick up a book. Dust falls off the cover and I read 
the first page. I don’t feel like reading. But you need to 
for class I said. I will just piggyback on someone else’s 
comments tomorrow. You’re not going to fool the  
professor. I know.

...Um...
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Oh well. I tried.
   You make problems for yourself I said. I know. You 
don’t need to. I know. You just don’t know how to stop. 
I know.
   1:17 AM. I told myself I would get to bed at 11:30 PM. 
F*ck. Just a few more minutes online. I look at nothing. 
This is nothing. I know.
   3:03 AM.  Sleep. F*ck. I can’t sleep. Early class 
tomorrow. I don’t want to think about it. I will just have 
to be tired I guess.
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 He lay there in the middle of the huge, empty 
field. He just lay there, letting the moonlight and the 
twinkle of the stars wash over him. If you were to ask 
him why he was laying there, he probably couldn’t give 
you a solid answer, because he really had no specific 
reason to be laying there. One could probably suppose, 
that after awhile of just laying there, staring deep into 
the night sky, that his entire reason for laying there, was 
simply just to lay there.
 And lay there he did. Watching the sky dance 
before his eyes, as if the stars were putting on a show, 
just for him. The constellations seemed to have a 
purpose now, as if they were trying to tell a story. All 
of the ones he could see, arranging themselves, getting 
ready for some great event.
 First he saw Orion, with the famous belt. The 
great mass of stars and planets that made up the man of 
lore seemed simply to just start walking across the sky. It 
was as if this creature of unimaginable size didn’t have a 
care, and was simply going for a stroll in the night.  Yet, 
all did not seem well. As he walked, it seemed as though 
he started to stagger, as if the weight of the universe was 
finally weighing down upon him. 
 With great uneasiness, Orion finally reached 
what seemed to be his first stopping point in the sky. 
With what seemed like almost all his might, the 
unfathomable cluster of stars reached over and grabbed 
the handle of the Little Dipper. Then, as if this was the 
last amount of effort anyone in the entire universe would 
use, he thrust the dipper over his shoulder, carrying it as 
a hobo would carry his bindle. 

Moonlight Sonata
Aaron Snyder

21



 The swish of the Dipper in the sky was the 
greatest treat that could be seen, yet, this was a sad 
revelation. It quickly became apparent that something 
was not well. Orion’s head was held low, and he began 
on his way. He moved much more slowly now, almost all 
of his energy depleted. He just continued to walk, slower 
and slower, and, for awhile, it seemed as if this being, 
which was so impossibly big, and unimaginably strong, 
was the weakest thing in the whole of existence. 
 After what seemed like an eternity, he all but 
crawled past the horizon. The bundle weighing him 
down, all the problems in the world resting on his 
shoulders, and all he was trying to do was get away from 
it all. And now, without him watching over the moon and 
the stars, there seemed to be a gaping hole left in the sky, 
which had an uncontrollable sadness around it. 
 The dark, melancholy emptiness then began 
to quickly expand across the entirety of the night. One 
by one, the other stars seemed slowly to simply go 
out. None of them attempted to escape, as Orion had. 
Maybe they knew it was futile, that they didn’t have the 
strength. Or perhaps they simply knew it was their time 
to go, that the universe actually had some great plan, and 
this was their part to play. And they played it well. 
 After what seemed like eons, there were only a 
few lights left in the sky, none of which were stars. The 
bright light of Saturn seemed to burn in the sky now, the 
most concentrated energy left in all of creation, while 
Mars was still dwarfed, trying to reach the amount of 
effort Saturn was emitting. And lording over both of 
them was the great Luna. Luna, who was nothing 
compared to the rest of the universe before, now reigned 
supreme, her light bathing what was left of the world. 
She was exuberant, finally queen of creation. A
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 Yet, her reign was short lived. It quickly became 
cold. Freezing. So inconceivably cold that space would 
be warm by comparison. The world seemed to freeze 
over, stopping everything, getting ready for its final 
moment. For, as the world froze, the sky exploded. In a 
blast of light, Saturn and Mars seemed to fill the entire 
sky all at once, a mix of blinding white and melting red. 
In no time at all they dwarfed Luna, taking all her power 
away from her. It was the most hostile takeover 
imaginable, with both parties losing everything. Luna 
knew she was no more, and the moonlight that just  
moments ago was washing over the world faded out, as 
if it had never been there before.
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Untitled
Dan Rounds

His hands, they are covered in oil,
so is the stale bread that he feeds to the geese.
Our hair is seeped and vibrant with grease,
we’re Medieval and we bathe like it.

Swollen and bubonic, my blood pressure is rising.
Infatuations slam clogged veins,
tongues prescribe dirty beer for pain, while heavy 
hearts fill up our cabinets with their plaque spit.

Sick mechanic kneeling, drowning in a runny nose.
Feeling breasts with sunburn peeling, 
and I am only loosely clothed.
He pops the question and we do a can of duster.

We lace hard liquor with our breath,
collapsing in his double wide.
Unbecoming trailer bride
cobwebbed wedding planned already.

The LEDs buried under skin shine, 
burning blinking in succession, 
illuminate his mouth – toothless grin is drooling, 
decaying. I need him.

Trailer Park Delirium

Tom Guererri
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   Five a.m. was too early to be up every morning. The 
woman from the right side of the street stared through 
her wall looking out where two neighbors ran by in 
matching navy blue jumpsuits. Turning their heads 
they waved a feeble good morning. She thought about 
opening the window that hung like a moving picture but 
she decided against it. The oranges, pinks, and purples 
filling the house were too wonderful to ruin. She could 
hear the echoes from outside; she wanted to keep it like 
that. This was her fish tank, she wanted some control of 
what sound made its way through the transparent walls. 
Later in the day she knew that it was going to feel like 
an oven, everything too hot to touch, the air too thick to 
circulate or breathe. But, she was determined to drink 
her coffee and enjoy the stained glass of the cool 
morning light no matter how tired she was.
   “The black car is still there.” Her husband fell into the 
wooden chair beside her, leaning his face into his 
coffee’s steam.
   “You think they’ll go away? That everything will go 
back to normal?”
   “What’s normal?” She knew he was right, their life 
was never going to be the same. She couldn’t see the 
wire framed eyes of the men in the black car but those 
eyes belonged to the men that controlled her life. 

Experimental
     Glass

Christy Windhausen
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She could imagine them, pencils in hand as they
 carefully recorded the movements of everyone in town.
   She and her husband moved into the gingerbread cut 
town after a persuasive realtor gave them the run down 
of the homes; burglar proof, child friendly, near two 
schools, environmentally friendly, and the lowest taxes 
in the state. The only thing that rang true from that list 
were the homes being environmentally friendly, she had 
never seen their gas and electric bill so low. Also they 
were taking fewer showers, especially during the day, 
which lowered their water consumption considerably. 
   Once she had miraculously overslept waking up 
around ten, the memory stuck out in her mind like a 
bone through her skin. The house had already grown hot 
bouncing the sun’s beams throughout, touching every 
object. As she rolled out of her bed dropping to the warm 
carpet, she could feel the sweat sticking to her body 
wrapping her negligee in folds when it had once hung 
loose. Comfort rushed over her as she washed in ice 
water, heat rising in tiny bits of steam. Turning her face 
from the water is when she saw them. Teenagers from 
across the street, whose houses weren’t turned to glass, 
they cupped their faces to her wall staring at her from 
across the room. With a scream she grabbed her towel, 
cursing at them she ran at the wall only to be stopped by 
the invisible field and suspended towel hooks.
   She thought about those boys as the sun rose higher 
hiding itself behind a brick house from across the street. 
The kids in the brick houses always stayed with each 
other, they even went to a different school than the kids 
in the glass houses.
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   Not because the men in the black car said to, that’s just 
how it happened. The night before a group of teenag-
ers paraded into a brick house, loud music, car stereos, 
and shouts resonated through her glass walls until well 
after two a.m. The woman and her husband were forced 
to stare at the wooden beams of the ceiling suspended 
above them. Her husband tried to call the police, phone 
to his ear his hand clutching the other side of his head 
listening to the operator whisper in calming tones. When 
a cruiser finally came it was stopped by the black car, 
turned around and left without ever making it down the 
street.
   Getting up from the oak table her husband threw open 
a window, air and automobiles rushed in  
   “Were you spying Dave?”
   “Can’t help it,” he swallowed half of his cup ignoring 
the heat rolling down his throat. “There wasn’t anything 
else happening that night. You know he was from the 
Bricks?”
   The woman thought back to this moment, the blonde 
waitress two doors down did have a vigorous night with 
a handsome brunette from a brick house. There were a 
lot of people watching, not just her husband, nor the men 
in the black car who watch everything. An elderly couple 
whose children left them years before, sat binoculars 
glued to their face scribbling notes in spiral bound jour-
nals that lay at their side, they were the town watchmen. 
replacing the color of the house. Walking back over to 
the coffee pot he filled his mug for a third time, everyday 
he drank more coffee, he used to only drink 
decaffeinated tea, but the sun makes everyone on the

glass side sleep less.
   “Did you see our blonde neighbor the other night?”
   “Were you spying Dave?”
   “Can’t help it,” he swallowed half of his cup  
ignoring the heat rolling down his throat. “There wasn’t 
anything else happening that night. You know he was 
from the Bricks?”
   The woman thought back to this moment, the blonde 
waitress two doors down did have a vigorous night with 
a handsome brunette from a brick house. There were 
a lot of people watching, not just her husband, nor the 
men in the black car who watch everything. An elderly 
couple whose children left them years before, sat binocu-
lars glued to their face scribbling notes in spiral bound 
journals that lay at their side, they were the town watch-
men. They always knew what everyone was doing, only 
the Bricks could hide from their binoculars, and that was 
only if they were behind a wall.
   Pushing herself up from the table, the woman dumped 
the rest of her coffee down the sink as her husband 
stared at the shinning pot, debating on another cup.
   “I want drapes.”
   “What?” His eyes never left the lukewarm pot of caf-
feine.
   “Drapes, curtains, you know you hang them over 
windows.”
   “Curtains, we have curtains.” Reaching for the pot he 
filled his mug for the fourth time.
   “That are useless. I want them for the rooms. So  
people can’t see in. I want to eat in privacy, sleep  
without eyes looking at me, shower without fear of 
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perverts standing pressed to the wall.”
   Nodding his head slowly she could tell he understood 
what she was trying to say. “You mean I can get laid 
again?”
   A smile fell onto her face as she headed back up the 
stairs to change clothes under the bed sheets.
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Portrait of a Young Abstractist as 
an Old Soul

Dan Rounds

.   .   .   .



When I was young
I loved to play
With Matches

Yeah, you’d think that I’d have learned
Through years of getting burned

That flames are hot
And fire’s not

A very good toy for me

But traits run strong,
And trends persist

Yeah, even now I can’t resist
A good book
Of Matches.

Firebug
Paul Calhoun
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.   .   .   .

.   .   .   .

Bass lines beneath reedy Brit vocals a constant buzz from  
the adjoining room, 
I am fetal in the lone chair. 
A chair stripped of its cheap, red cover and its meager dignity. 
A hundred furry vermillion pills, nubby Seconals, attack.
Eyes drag up, glance left
to The Lovers crammed somehow elegantly, 
a Celtic knot of bare limbs, on the smaller of the two sofas.
I lift lashes obese with a mascaraed all-nighter and an 8-hour 
shift, and gaze past the sprawl 
of cocktail table litter. Past the origami of Chinese takeout 
boxes and Skittles,
a reminder of how I spent my afternoon, drugstore cowgirl in 
the rain.
Past wasted candles a raspberry jam puddle dripping 
toccatas onto scarred oak veneer.
To The Empress and The Fool, tragedy and comedy, prone 
layered with a heavy, drunken hand on a canvas of 80s-era 
shag
as by Pollock with a Day-Glo marker and acid on his tongue.
Gray cells stretch, elastic, but with difficulty. Spent.
How did I arrive at this place? This insanity? Am I also  
insane? 
Bass lines and reedy vocals answer from the adjoining  
room like magpies. 
I’ve asked these questions before. 
At once soothed and unsettled, I cave to weariness and  
substances
and sleep in the humiliated chair.

They Mesmerized, 

Natalie Stevens

Skeletons
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Emily Bellavia
Portlandia

Just as treasures are uncovered from the earth, so  
virtue appears from good deeds, and wisdom appears  
from a pure and peaceful mind. To walk safely through  
the maze of human life, one needs the light of wisdom  
and the guidance of virtue. - Buddha

earth.
(the call)
gaze above at years of wisdom and
peer ahead to flourished meadows.
the absence of avifauna 
tranquil in this tethered scene.
blissfully confined.
amble, saunter, meander, potter
merging flesh & terra firma.
native soliloquies rustle
the whispering woods

(acceptance)
perched atop a tree trunk to ponder.
i forget my thoughts.
lost among the bliss.
i am not alone.
listen as the natives 
sing their soliloquies.
eyes lull back.
i smell smoke.

.   .   .   .
requiem of spirit.
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Nathan D’Agostino



faded lavender & teal:
blurred hues of the evening
still plastered on eyelids
chameleoned as a traveler of light & colour
down streets that were still slick mirrors
damp city seeping through her shoes
was she leaving or going?
and where to return?
her clothes betrayed her dignity
holes from cigarette burns 
shimmering along with the sequins
a splay of turquoise & cerulean
her clothes carried the trace 
of destination & departure
there was even a stop-motion bullet tear
above the hip.

Amanda Layne Ferguson

bokeh:
 n, a Japanese term for the  

subjective aesthetic quality of 

out-of-focus areas of a  

photographic image  

.   .   .   .

.   .   .   .
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Christopher Woods
Becoming



1) to show one of us
that i could

2) because of the term “anatomical” 
in reference to your person

3) because dirty-faced wolf children 
humming drivel licking the bus 
windows (no no not that that’s  
just what’s happening now)  
saxophone music on the 
radio welfare and fist-fight  
conversions circling the blocks  
of a small city  sans cessation
“never gonna dance again”
that’s the song 
haven’t heard it in years

4) because everything makes me 
smile if i let it

5) because you see 
the master’s peace 

6) because of the pull of your thousands
your breaths beats and steps
your flutters and starts
your words not taken

In Answer to Why
Robert David Williams

in answer to why: 
(i walked away that one time)

37

7) because i wanted to tell you how
my landlord surprised her husband
by hauling her lady barbershop
quartet into the living room
and serenading him to the tune 
of “babyface” by al jolson
(but that happened in the future
so that’s not right either)

8) because i was on my way to another
and was lucky to have her candle
to hold in your light

9) because i will 
and because there is also always
and though i don’t think they 
ever really believed
i do as i am wont and let all the same

10) because you wear your fear
like a tiara 

11) because a diamond among diamond kin
i know i am but a pin in a soon-faded 
folded and tea-stained atlas

12) because of the gentle hand
you employ when the june bugs
begin to rap at the cellar door

13) because of the self i saw
following you every wherever 
telling tales that swallow themselves 
turning paper cups to grails
in the denouement
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14)   [addendum]

because he is deserted when he writes wantless in 
desire’s southern seas with no oar to know where this 
lifeboat-life will take and because each avowal abides 
alike and alone a trench dog of basic toil in a bad way 
made of toy bits as dedicated as interchangeable  
because the pieces are familiar familial and because 
they are laced and make a phobic nest of jutting  
implication too many for limbs and too large for empty 
sky because speaking was the original reason and  
because echoes cannot lead one to table because  
following that light at the end of the candle lends a 
brightness that but blinds because the hours rise drift 
and dive like paper lanterns once afire in the belly lighter 
than their season in that brief suspense because another 
month stumbles and succumbs under its breadth unable 
to heft the flaccid tonnage because they tell him there’s 
no reason and he believes every word because he knows 
their real meanings he tended them when they were 
young these phrases so easy now to speak as the work 
has already been done because he doubts all greatness 
in light of what he might have been convinced to evolve 
thus his wings to vestigial encumbrance do sunder  
endangered now as are all who weave their bower 
among the groundlings because behold the flightless 
bird the cassowary because these fractured walks every 
tile they know him coming kissing the rubber from 
his soles oh how many odes can one write to his shoes 
monuments to footsteps fallen in line wheeling heel and 
toe atop a curb bolstered by back-wind’s momentum and 
a murder of black coat shoulder-slung were it not for the 
arrow and the bow the pen and the pad collected within 
his decomposing hands daydreaming in fist-holes and  
thankful for tequila forethought because he watches it  
all grow older and only older never the other and R
o
be

r
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because he can’t tell from the photographs but he hears 
that that is how these things work because a seed  
became the floor beneath him because the planed  
timbers warped with age’s weight because the stone 
upon which they were placed falls away from itself in 
fretful shards because a sun has died during every  
fraction of every moment in which he has lived and 
because they will continue until this breed of death itself 
dies because of those same footfalls stirring in the sleep 
of a reminiscence because it turns out that what he called 
the sky was just everything else patient and wearing its 
easter best because one word was what it was waiting 
for and because he wished he could speak of that  
melancholy and naked instance when in periphery a 
street light shut off yet a singed nerve tugged at touring 
mind to heed because left is a remembrance that some 
sure thing has happened some swing-door occurrence 
that encouraged a new feline void in to paw at the linen 
hem of the drop covering these derelict furnishings 
because questions come through like high waters then 
and unsettle striving in vain to tease a tailored  
remembrance of what was from folded bolts of  
bygone fashions among an attic’s shuttered riches

and because an aching spoon jangles about in the  

bottom of this his ceramic love

.   .   .   .



From the Files of
Archibald Hush

Chris Gaines

I, Archibald Hush, am not an alcoholic. Alcoholics have 
terrible emotional issues. They drink to cover things up, 
to forget about things. They drink because everywhere 
they turn in the real world they’re reminded of their 
shortcomings and pouring something, anything, into  
their gullets will change the way they see things. They 
pick themselves up off of the floor, and dust off their 
jackets and say “Hey man, you’re doing great. You’re 
fine.”
 I am not an alcoholic. I just like drinking. 
 Being a detective in real life is not what it is in 
the noir serials. Sexy dames don’t walk in from the rain 
because their sugar-daddy just keeled over in a manner 
most suspicious. Real detectives sit around, a lot. 
 Some detectives develop hobbies to kill the  
time, mine is drinking. In his later years, my mentor 
“Iron” Stan Calhoun picked up the guitar to just strum 
on during his free time, we have a lot of free time.   We 
have a lot of free time.  He played guitar a lot.  When 
I was coming up, I’d sit in his office and listen to him 
absolutely “shred” on his acoustic. (Excuse the lame 
vernacular. I’ve never been much of a music guy myself. 
“Shredding” is the only word I know for playing a guitar 
well, and “playing a guitar well” doesn’t flow does it?) 
My father, Stephen Hush, would always tell him with 
some variation of: “Stan, you need to get up and play an 
open mic. You can make much more off of this guitar 
than you can off of this Dick Tracy-shit.” And Stan, God 
bless him, would always say the same damn thing, every 
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single time. He’d stop playing mid-song, put the guitar 
back in its case, put said case back into his closet, walk 
right up to my father, stare him right in the face and 
say:“You don’t know dick about shit you f*cking loser.”
 And he was right, Stephen Hush didn’t know 
dick about shit. So on my 15th birthday, I left home and 
went to the only place I knew, “Iron” Stan Calhoun’s 
office. It was the only place my dad would take me that 
was even sort of related to his work. I never got to meet 
the rest of his co-workers down at the precinct, I never 
met the Police Chief, his partner, nobody. I only met 
“Iron” Stan, I only knew “Iron” Stan. 
 I didn’t run away, I left, there’s a complete  
difference. Running away implies that there’s  
something left for you to go back for. Running away 
means there is something at the place you were that you 
want to avoid and be away from. It means that you  
have a problem with something going on that you want 
to avoid by leaving. That wasn’t the case, there was 
nothing else left for me there. I outgrew Stephen Hush.  
I outgrew my father. 
 Ever since he adopted me I can remember that 
he had tried for years to be a detective all his own. I 
remember him coming home from “work,” late, hair a 
mess, clothing all sorts of disheveled, reeking of Sake. 
He’d pick me up from my crib, spin me all sorts of  
insane stories about mobsters, shoot-outs, and all of  
the sexy dames pining after him. “But no,” he’d say, “I’d 
turn them all away because I got you Archibald. I don’t 
need anyone else. Stephen loves Archie. Stephen will 
always love Archie.”
 He never did stop loving me, I’m all he has. 
Even now, after all the shit I’ve put him through, after 
all the times I’ve degraded him, and told him how awful 
he was, and how it’s too late for him to be the man he 
pretends to be, he still loves me. 
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 This sounds terrible, me railing on my father; all 
he did was love me. But the thing you have to  
understand is, he’s a bad man and an outright liar. By 
the time I was ensconced into Stan’s family I realized 
how full of shit he really was. As I probably should’ve 
surmised his stories were all complete fabrications, the 
ramblings of a mad-man hell bent on being something 
he wasn’t. He knew he couldn’t do anything great, so he 
tried to concoct these fantastical stories in which he  
was, in fact, great.
 For a little while, I felt awful about leaving Not 
because I was homesick, or because I missed the goofy 
bastard, but because I knew that he needed me.  
Stephen Hush was a man with absolutely nothing. He 
never had a wife, let alone a girlfriend and he didn’t  
have any friends. He and Stan weren’t friends, they  
were pleasant, but they weren’t friends. Stephen went 
to Stan because he was lonely, and Stan was a reminder 
of what he couldn’t be. Stan stood firm and became the 
detective Stephen claimed he was. There were clippings 
and awards all over the office from Stan’s formative 
years, plaques, certificates, you name it. Every story  
that Stephen told me seemed to be ripped from 
“Iron” Stan Calhoun’s actual life. All Stephen Hush 
had was a shitty degree from a bad school, and a dead 
end job managing a retail outlet. He took all the abuse 
I threw his way, because he knew that although I was 
abusing him, at least I was talking to him.
 Rapidly, I grew to be a better man than he was. 
I went to one of the best schools in the country, got a 
major degree, and was poised to move onto bigger and 
better things. But somehow, for some reason, I had to 
sink to his level. I used the skills taught to me by my 
new father, my real father, “Iron” Stan Calhoun, and 
started doing detective work myself. And I got good,  
real good.
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 I took over “Iron” Stan Calhoun’s whole  
operation, he couldn’t have been more proud of me, of 
course I kept him on the payroll. God was taking his 
body and the war took his eyes, but nobody could ever 
take away his mind. Detective work had become second 
nature to him. He looked at things differently than  
anyone else could, or would. He knows how people 
work and could tell, as if by analyzing cogs and gears, 
what people were, and were not, capable of.
 I can’t say for certain why I threw it all away to 
be a detective. I don’t know if it genuinely intrigued me, 
if I wanted to live up to “Iron” Stan or if I just wanted to 
prove to Stephen that I am everything he’s not. He gave 
up on his dream, I haven’t. 
 So here I am now. It’s 8 in the morning and I’m 
47 years young, sitting in the exact same chair that the 
late “Iron” Stan Calhoun sat in. It’s exactly where I want 
to be, whether or not it’s for the right reasons. 
 And I’m drinking. 
 I haven’t the foggiest idea if Stephen Hush is 
still alive, and I don’t care.
 My phone rings, this is how most cases start, 
nobody ever comes in person. They call me, give me 
a brief rundown, and we meet up at a diner or a coffee 
place. I don’t order anything unless they do, and only 
then if I’m genuinely starving or if it’s The Cup and  
Saucer. You just don’t turn down a meal from The Cup 
and Saucer. If you’re the only one eating, you appear 
weak, and lose all authority. People come to you for  
answers, and they’re not gonna trust the answers of a 
man with mayonnaise in his moustache. 
 And it’s rarely ever a dame. I’ve worked for 
girls and I’ve worked for women, but I’ve never worked 
for a dame.
 My phone rings a second time. What kind of 
wackjob calls at eight in the morning? I’m in no position 



to judge, I bet if anybody knew that I’m three-quarters  
of the way through the fifth of vodka that I bought at  
one a.m. last night they’d think I was a wack-job too.
 I answer it. It’s a male, aged 37-50, slightly 
overweight, and possibly Jewish. This overweight, 43 
year-old Jewish man thinks his wife is cheating on him.  
He found a bank stub from an account that’s not their 
joint account.
 I sigh. I want to tell him that I’ve seen this a  
million times, and that his wife is just apprehensive 
about having “all of their eggs in one basket,” and is 
trying to store a nest egg away just in case things go 
awry. I want to tell him that he’s overreacting, and that 
he should go home, kiss his wife on the lips, and tell her 
that he loves her no matter what because, honestly, the 
type of man who would go to a private detective before 
just asking his wife dead on is not the type of man who 
should have a wife. I want to tell him that he should 
thank his lucky stars that a girl found him unrepulsive 
enough to say “yes” and walk down the aisle with him, 
and that some men, men like Stephen, and hell, men  
like me, are out there miserable, alone, and broken, and 
they would kill, literally kill, if it meant that somebody  
normal, sane, and smart enough to set up a contingency 
plan in case her marriage went awry, would love them 
back.
 But I don’t. I need the paycheck, and I need to 
occupy my time. I tell him I’ll meet him at The Cup and 
Saucer in three hours. I’m going to ignore my rule about 
eating in front of clients. I need some f*cking French 
Toast right about now, and I could care less what this 
idiot thinks of me.
 I grab my hat, and my overcoat, and head out  
the door.
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Untitled 1
Ryan Kovar



Utopian

he had tried, and here sits on the bus stop bench,
shattered hammer stuffed deep
in his coat pocket, not thrown away (though failure’s
first instinct is to be rid of reminders)
but kept close:
it is now an enemy
a weapon of building and so it must be kept
closer than friends but not where they can see.

they could see the shards of wood grafted in his hand,
the hammer’s way of lashing out - with splinters -
visible effects of tinkering with apathetic creativity,

like sticking a hand into a barren rosebush
by poking near the densest thorns.
they tore at his identity. he knew
the bush was capable of producing tender blooms
and yet the gnarled briars
like sturdy old men
yielded only tender blood
to nourish the roots of the arid.

Amanda Layne Ferguson
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cosmic explosions collaborating
with waves of sonic resonation.

indigo transpires igneous rust.
the scarlet embers incinerate

an illuminatingly blinding flash.
marijuana, melotonin, and muse.

the flare fades as the tune diminishes.
carbonizing herbs coincide asteroids.

the tangible splendor reveals itself.
spectrums of coloration pirouette.

the immeasurable galaxy
infinitely inflating webs of sound.

the tune reappears as the spectrums sway.
the last embers dawdle in the night.
a million tomorrows; a solar sailor.

Nathan D’Agostino

.   .   .   .
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 destruction.
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It has been said a thousand times in as many ways
That the body is a canvas,
But since I play at being a writer,
I think of it, rather, as a blank page.
And even as I sit to write these words
I am thinking of a new story
To be scrawled in living ink;
And even as you sit to listen this,
I can remember the pain
Beneath the carven image.
 
     When did you get it?
     Who did the artwork?
 
A rite of passage, a secret handshake,
A culture diverse despite persistent images
Of bikers, anarchists, rebels, and hippies.
We tell these tales to one another;
Countless interpretations of the same page
For every line and shade has a story to tell,
Each bearing witness to the paths of our lives
Etched in black ink on blank skin, indelible.
There is no easy edit, no revision, no retraction,
Just the precise story mulled over for days, months.
 
     What does it mean?
     How many do you have?

The Renegade 
Book Club
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Trista Merrill 

 
We gather in corners and coffee shops,
Doorways and offices, in stores and on streets,
Connected by something that is different for all,
But still binds us in blood and needles,
Like some renegade book club.
Talking of things that separate us from the scared,
the disinterested, the confounded.
I don’t know what others see when they read
This story-filled page…but like any good book club,
It is the discussion they inspire that binds us.
 
     What was your first?
     When I got mine…
 
And the stories go on and on…



Forward . . . 

Hello, there, Citizen! How many lonely nights have you 
found yourself sitting on your hover-couch and  
wondering: Is time travel right for me? What are the  
requirements to become a chrono-naut? What does it 
even mean to be a time traveler from the 28th-and-one-
half century? Well, wonder no more! Being a time  
traveler from the 28th-and-one-half century simply 
means having a combination of three things: a silvery 
unitard, badges and helmet optional; mysterious allu-
sions to future (past) events; and a working time ma-
chine. 

First, if you wish to feel futuristic, you must look  
futuristic. The need for a skin-tight unitard, as seen in 
The Twilight Zone—notably episode S05E17,  
“Number 12 Looks Just like You,” in which everyone 
wore unitards, and number twelve didn’t really look 
like her at all—should be self-explanatory. As we all 
know, nothing says traveler-from-a-distant-time like a 
unitard—preferably silver, the official color of the 28th-
and one-half century. Though, if you cannot find one in 
silver, and they do sell out quickly, the next best color to 
go with is white, unless one will be arriving after Labor 
Day. Also, while badges are optional, nothing completes 
the citizen-of-a-far-off-civilization look like scads of  
abstract insignias that simply high rank. The helmet is 
also optional, but strongly recommended if you are  
traveling outside of your own time while wearing a  
silvery unitard festooned in badges.

Rachel E. Bailey
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These are bold and prescient words from the progressive 
rock group and time travel experts extraordinaire The 
Flaming Lips. To be a time traveler from any century—
but especially the 28th -and-one-half—you must be able 
to make veiled  
references to events which have not yet happened in 
the past in which you find yourself. A prime example 
of this is the Mole People Invasion of Aught-Eleven. 
Your prediction about this bloody event may be some-
thing that mimics a Jedi pronouncement, such as: From 
beneath you, it shall conquer. This warning will be im-
mediately discounted, of course. Thus when the ground 
below the feet of Upstate New York’s citizens begins to 
churn, they’ll think it’s the beginnings of an earthquake. 
However, they’ll quickly revise that opinion as the near-
sighted new overlords put in their first appearance.

Whatever the references, they must be vague and easily 
misinterpreted—yet they must also make sense in hind-
sight. Residents of the century in which you have landed 
must doubt their own realities as they once doubted your 
sanity.

Finally, if possible, a working time machine is an abso-
lute must. This should be the simplest of accoutrements 
to obtain in the 28th and one-half century, despite the 
interplanetary temporal prime directives banning all 
unofficial time travel  
by nongovernment personnel. If you have no interest 
in purchasing over-priced, often flawed time machines 
from the local black market, you can simply build your 
own time  
machine, using simple household appliances and helpful  
directions located on the Google-net. There may even be 
instructional videos on YouCube.

As logic stands
you could meet a man
who’s from the future,
and logic broke.
As he appeared, he spoke
about the future. 

.   .   .   .
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 Obviously, it is necessary that this time machine 
work at least once. After the initial trip, (welcome, traveler, to 
the distant past!) the machine may, for the sake of the current 
timeline, have to be destroyed anyway, lest we see a repeat  
of the Agincourt Incident. It is a little-known fact that the  
so-called “English Longbow,” which helped decide the  
English victory at Agincourt, was in reality a limited, but 
eminently deadly supply of Atomic Disintegrators™ from a 
crashed time-ship of the 27th and one-third century.

 However, if you have been smart and thought 
ahead—or back—the time machine has been cleverly dis-
guised as a phone booth, or a Delorian. (But not as a toasted 
cinnamon-raisin bagel, such as in the ill-fated Dvorak Affair 
of ’05. As the chrono-nauts in that mishegoss learned, you can 
hardly travel back to the future when the means to do so are 
lodged in your pilot’s colon!) Once appropriately disguised, 
it can be safely kept in plain sight until necessary repairs 
have been made. In the meantime it is advised, if you have 
the opportunity, to explore the past and interact with as many 
people—including your own ancestors—as possible. Shake 
hands, make friends, and encourage random strangers to alter 
the course of their lives. This can only enrich your experience 
and knowledge of history.

 What does it mean to be a time traveler from the 28th 
and one-half century? Allusions to a mysterious future, silvery 
unitards with or without adornment, and a time machine:  
these three things in tandem—along with a little can-do,  
futuristic spirit!—mean that any ordinary citizen of the 28th 
and one half-century can become an intrepid time traveler!  
So what are you doing still sitting on your hover-couch while  
opportunity is knocking on your force-field? Get out and  
tour history today! And don’t forget that unitard, Chrono-naut!
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Untitled 2
Ryan Kovar



 Oh Jesus! What did I get hit by? Was it a shovel? 
Maybe it was a mallet? An anonymous flying baseball 
even? Or perhaps it was that bottle of Scotch again... 
damned thing! A copious amount of libations and the 
end result is a brain much too large for the container 
it’s floating in. A masochist I must be. I can assure you 
this is not a limited incidence. The stuff sneaks up on 
me from a far. Likened to a lion and its intrinsic ability 
to attack in the blink of an eye once you’re in its range. 
A scotch lion! Bastard things, they look so pretty after 
the first strike and even better by the fourth. Then all is 
blank… And if that goddamned dog doesn’t stop barking 
he’ll feel the wrath of my consumption—punt him like 
a football I will. But that wouldn’t be very Christian of 
me. Oh Jesus! Where’s the Tylenol?

Oh Jesus

Michael Best

.   .   .   .
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.   .   .   . The man lay uncomfortably in wait. His position in 
the tree caused his legs to ache; he had waited for three 
hours already and was close to giving up when he caught 
her scent. He quickly found her in the dark. She walked 
briskly with her head down, clutching papers to her 
chest, no doubt the homework expected of a girl  
still in high school. The wind picked up her hair and 
blew her scent towards him. He inhaled deeply before 
clenching his jaws shut painfully, to prevent any  
temptations. He made no move to immediately follow 
her; his orders had been clear:  watch the subject closely 
but do not get caught. If she saw him, his cover would  
be blown. If she saw him, she would recognize him as  
her friend, Alexander, bringing some very awkward 
questions to light. 
 He sat stiffly, watching her figure retreat. As 
soon as it was safe, he nimbly climbed down from his 
perch and began to follow her. She made a left onto 
Wickery Street where the houses began to thin out into 
countryside. As they continued, he wished for her to 
hurry more quickly to her destination. Almost as if she 
could hear his thoughts, she quickened her pace, finally 
stopping at an old two story A-frame house with only 
one light on. Her mother’s worry shining out into the 
night. The girl safely entered the house never noticing 
anyone behind her.  The man finally sighed in relief.  
The foretelling had been wrong. She is safe, for  
tonight at least. 

Jeanie Austin

Portent
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U
ntitled 3

Ryan Kovar

Playing with 

It’s here that I sit in a field of gold,
peeling glitter from my flesh.
If need be, find me here, but do not wake the stars!
They weep in the night and sleep by their light,
what a headache it is they bring!
Screaming and wailing, falling, and hailing
until embedded within my skin.
Stewing in silver dust, they are,
still digging their angry scars
So come if you must but trust these few words,
never disturb the stars!

Samantha Rivet

Stars
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I got 99(%)   

Max Bisantz

Problems...

Anyone who reads the New York Times (or more specifically,  
anyone who reads the New York Times and is female or homosexual) 
is probably familiar with the ongoing fashion column: “What I 
Wore.” Now, for those of you who don’t know what this is, I’ll fill 
you in. 
 Basically the Times profiles “society” people and has them 
document exactly what they wore for an entire week, presumably to 
give you some incentive to blow your brains out in the middle of a 
Comme des Garçons showroom. 
 Below I’ve decided to sample a portion of this past week’s 
“What I Wore” so you can also experience the overwhelming urge 
to tear your eyes out. This week’s column chronicles some biddy 
named, wait for it... Muffie (I can’t make this stuff up): 

Ok Muffie, let’s talk. I only have one thing to say and it goes a little 
something like this:  I hate your f*cking guts. 
 It’s true, Muffie, I do. 
 I know we just met, but I hate everything about you. I hate 
your stupid life and your stupid “job” (charity coordinator/socialite? 

An early lunch meeting to discuss a branding  
project. My closet is color-coded so everything is  
easy to find. I put on a crisp white Carolina  
Herrera blouse, and over that, a cream leather  
Valentino jacket. The off-white wide-leg trousers  
were also Valentino, and they went with Giuseppe  
Zanotti camel-colored ostrich high heels and my  
saddle leather Birkin. I have everything in my  
Birkins. They hold my world together.
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What?).  Hell, I even hate your stupid old-money name: Muffie. What 
the fuck is a Muffie? “Nothing” is the answer. It’s a “fun, quirky” pet 
name old, rich, white folks use to pretend to show affection. Well, it’s 
not working, Muffie, because no one loves you. I certainly don’t. Not 
even your parents love you, Muff. They’re the ones that named you 
after a Shetland pony in the first place.
Look, lady, I’m not trying to be harsh, I just want to be clear. What 
is so difficult in your life that you need your precious Birkin—oh, 
Birkins, plural (sorry!)— to “hold your world together?” Are you 
working to solve the racial divide in sub-Saharan Africa? Are you a 
single mother juggling three part-time jobs so you can still be eligible 
for the welfare checks that feed your children? No? 
 No you are not. You are planning parties and attending 
luncheons with the distributors of Toms and Ethos Water. You are 
picking out linens for the Rita Hayworth Gala (yeah, I read through 
your article and I’ma throw that ish back atchu, girl!). So if you’re 
over-privileged life is truly as exhausting as you claim it to be, then 
do what the rest of the 1% does: employ an illegal, have them  
manage your shit, and underpay the hell out of them. That’s America, 
Muffie. And Birkin is French, you damn commie. 
  And now to take it down a notch. 
 Because, before we continue, I want to be clear about one 
thing: this is not just about Muffie. I do not know Muffie. Muffie 
may be a nice lady. In fact, I might say the chances are quite high 
that Muffie is a very nice lady, considering she uses a large majority 
of her time and money to organize charity events when she doesn’t 
need to (as opposed to me, who would blow my entire fortune on 
hookers, methamphetamines, and commissioning artists to paint 
Soviet-era portraits of my likeness.) I adamantly reject our country’s 
recent double-standard towards wealth: that we should respect the 
poor and admonish the rich. Good people are good people regardless 
of economic background. You would never fault someone for being 
impoverished, so it’s rude to hate on the over-privileged for being 
born into wealth.
 But you can certainly be jealous of them. And that’s my 
problem. Because I want money. I want a lot of money. Tons of 
money. Shitloads of money. I want the “rub money all over my naked 
body and cure the paper cuts with a rare and exotic type of rainforest 
aloe” type of money. But I just don’t have any. I’m the 99%, and I’m 
so over it. I don’t hate Muffie; I just want to be her. I’d kill her, wear 
a mask made of her skin, and live her Gucci-Prada-Hermes life if I 
could, but unfortunately I’m no longer a size six and would rather die 
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than release the seams on her 

Michael Kors trousers.Monday: 
“Early meeting with the temp agency. I squeeze into a pair of wool/
polyester blend trousers I ‘thrifted’ from my college costume shop 
and pair that with a crisp flannel button down. I love my second hand 
flannel. It holds my world together because it also doubles as a cat 
bed. A quick spray of Febreze to cover the stench of heartworm  
medication and I look good enough for any 1970’s PTA meeting. 
Gainful employment, here I come!”

“Late for my eviction hearing. I walk briskly across town in a bold, 
smart top I got from Valentino, the Italian dude who sells me weed.  
I pair that with the lower half of my old catering uniform and  
accessorize with a Duane Reade bag. I have everything in my  
Duane Reade bag— because I’ve been kicked out of my home.

Tuesday: 

“No job, apartment, or hope today. I wear all my clothes at once 
because it’s fucking cold on the street. The smell of alley urine and 
burning crack cocaine masks my usual fragrance of Bod for Men and 
broken dreams. I kill a pigeon for sustenance and fashion a crown of 
feathers and gristle. Tomorrow I will wear a barrel.”

Wednesday: 
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 So because of this, I’ve decided to create my own  
version of “What I Wore” for all the non-Muffies out there. The real, 
true-blue, 99% version of the column to reflect today’s declining 
economy. Here goes nothing:

Once upon a time…Nah, that’s how all stories start. How boring, 
right? Well, it wasn’t too long ago that I thought that there was such a 
thing as that and also a happily ever after. Sadly, it was not to be.
 Well, who am I?  You know me. You know the story of 
Snow White, correct?  Well first of all, it was true that I was called 
Snow White for my skin. I was the palest kid, I can tell you that. And 
I wish to tell my story now, so if you wish to listen, come and sit by 
the fire and I’ll tell you all of it.
 I grew up in my stepmother’s castle. It was the biggest 
castle and father had built it for her, because she always had to have 
the absolute best. And the story goes that my stepmother was the evil 
one here. But she wasn’t. She actually died, but not really…
 Oh no, I’m confusing you, aren’t I?  Well, I’ll try to explain 
this better.  My stepmother loved my father, and she actually loved 
me a lot. She wouldn’t want anything to happen to me. But that was 
before the witch came. The witch, well, no one knew that she was a 
witch until weird things started to happen around the castle and the 
grounds.
 She showed up one day, in the middle of a storm. She 
called herself Josefina. She was beautiful in a very strange way. A 
haunting beauty, if I may. Her hair was a golden bronze and her eyes 
were a piercing blue. She always wore deep pinks and reds.
 And then strange things began to happen.

Searching for 

Carol Meaden
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a Happy Ending
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 The men that Josefina flirted with ended up leaving their 
wives and going into the woods. They were supposedly going in there 
to hunt, but they never came back. Later some were found gored or 
half-destroyed by animals. But none were ever alive. After a while, 
Josefina turned her attention to my father.
 One night I was on my way to my chambers when I  
heard voices coming from my father’s room. It didn’t sound like  
my stepmother, so I stopped and listened.
 “William, you must leave her.”
 “I will not. I will die before I leave Caroline. She will not 
suffer what every other woman of the men that you have flirted with 
has suffered. You are a witch, and if you do not change, you will die 
at the stake.”
 “William, I curse you. You will die.”
 When her footsteps came near the door, I ran to my cham-
bers and hid beneath my blankets. I hid until a few hours had passed 
and then I ran to father’s room. I opened the door and there he was on 
the floor. He did not breathe, and he did not move. I ran to him and 
lifted his head to my lap and looked at his wide-open eyes.  Pools of 
dark green looked into mine, unseeing. The witch’s curse had come to 
pass. My father was dead. 
 I screamed that night and couldn’t stop. Everyone came 
running and found my father dead in my arms. Since that day, my 
stepmother hadn’t been the same.
 His funeral was a dismal day, raining and storming. I cried 
a lot, and when I looked across the grave, my stepmother was crying 
too. But the witch, the beautiful witch Josefina, was smiling.
 And then my stepmother began talking with Josefina more 
and more. They talked for hours and, one day, when they thought that 
I was asleep, I snuck to my stepmother’s room and peeked inside. I 
could hardly see, but what I did see…was shocking.
 Josefina was giving my stepmother a potion.
 “It will help with the pain,” she told her, smiling, as my 
stepmother drank it.
 “But it always makes me feel so strange.”
 “Just drink it.”
 And my stepmother did, nearly every single drop, and then 
she went to sleep. Josefina stood there for a few moments, and then 
she picked up the cup from which my stepmother had drunk from  
and she took a sip as well. And, then, in front of me, Josefina  
changed into my stepmother. And, as she slept, Josefina changed  
my stepmother into a raven and killed it quickly.Ca
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 I smothered my cry of dismay and ran back to my room, 
knowing that I was still alone, but now I was even more alone than I 
had been.
 Everyone believed that my stepmother was alive and still 
grieving, and only I knew any different.
 But, here, you have some of the story straight. The only 
thing that is different is that the hunter that she sent me into the 
woods with, he was under her spell. And he was ordered to murder 
me and bring back my heart, but she had told him to kill me, not to 
be “the fairest of them all,” but to make sure that I never told anyone 
that she had killed my father and my stepmother and every other man 
that had gone into the woods.
 Needless to say, I got away by pure luck. I stabbed him 
with his own knife as he approached me to kill me. But I did not kill 
him. No, I stabbed him in the leg. I had always wrestled with the 
stable boys when I was younger, and that came in handy when he 
came at me. I wrestled with him, took the knife, and then stabbed 
him.
 But like I said, he was okay.
 What I wish is that he hadn’t cut my arm in the process. It 
hurt a lot.
 Anyway, the spell was broken and he looked at me, 
shocked, and I told him what was going on. And that was when he 
decided on his plan, to kill a boar and use its heart as a replacement 
for mine. And it worked for a little bit, but Josefina found out and 
then murdered the poor hunter. Meanwhile, I went to live with the 
seven dwarves.
 They were cute for dwarves, actually, and I had a crush on 
a few of them, and some of them had the greatest senses of humor.  
I think a couple of them liked me too. They were all young, and 
they seemed to be working in the mines to pay off their rent to their 
landlord.
 Their landlord was a brute of a man, and he was mean. He 
was handsome, but looks aren’t everything. He came a few times 
when the dwarves were at work, but he scared me so badly that I had 
to ask him to leave. One time he didn’t leave when I asked him to. I 
had tried to hit him over the head with a pan when he started flirting 
a little too much. The dwarves came home to find me on the floor. He 
had beaten me unconscious. When he came back the next day, two 
dwarves informed him that they would be exchanging shifts to make 
sure that he wouldn’t hit me again.
 I don’t think that he bothered to try again. Which was a 
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good thing, I suppose. But he continued to frighten me, even with the 
dwarves there. I couldn’t tell them that, though. It would hurt their 
egos.
 And meanwhile, Josefina had found out that I was alive and 
was plotting how to get rid of me. I don’t know why she just didn’t 
leave me alone since I hadn’t told anyone about what she had done. 
But, she still wouldn’t leave me alone. And then, there was the whole 
story with the comb and the corset and the apple. Which was true.
 However, Josefina didn’t come, herself. She sent another 
bewitched person to do it each time. The first one was a woman, 
and she was beautiful. She gave me the comb and started to comb 
my hair. I passed out from the potent poison, which did not kill me. 
But, supposedly, I was dead. Or at least, that’s what the woman 
thought when she screamed in horror and ran. But the dwarves came 
back and got the comb out, and I don’t think that Josefina knew that 
dwarves were living with me and helping me out.
 The second one, the one selling corsets, was also a woman. 
And she was a little more beautiful than the first one. And she was 
nice enough to let me try one on, but that was when it went bad. 
Josefina made her tighten the strings until a few of my ribs cracked. 
I fell down, clutching at the strings, unable to breathe. And again, 
this second woman ran. But once again the dwarves saved me. No 
wonder I hate corsets. Could have something to do with that, yes?
 At that point, the dwarves were considering having a few 
stay to keep watch over me, especially in my current state of health. 
What with having a few broken ribs, I could hardly defend myself 
if another attack occurred. But I convinced the dwarves that they 
couldn’t afford to because they were going to lose their house soon. 
And so, that day, I was alone.
 Josefina had sent a woman to poison me with a delicious 
red apple.
 Ridiculous, right?
 Except it worked.

….continued at thefingermag.com Dan Rounds 
The Veiled Bride



She spoke
like melting mountaintop snow 
flowing into lakes opaque in their twilight morning crisp 
ripples. 
her words wrapped themselves around my sanity.

defeated by deafness, I rolled over painted sheets, and  
moaning ghost vibrations within my consciousness cried  
out, “Remember Me!” 
and I did. 
 
then I drank deeply from the chalice, spilling my silence  
like blood.
gnarled grapevine pride 
unfurled numbness that spoke volumes 
of candid noir exploits 
and bourgeoisie coffee houses
and flop pads with crooked tapestries hanging perfect on
creeping crack brick walls
with the names of futon inhabitants etched carefully into
cement lines, 
like the stamps of
mythological ontological heroes 
harnessing our ideals to the metaphorical bandwagon.  

She smoked her desires to the breeze, 
to a world she made, where Her soul is full, and joyous,  
and silent.  
 
Tomorrow, let’s speak with our humanity, and not our pride. 

Love and Mumbled
melodies

Grayson Cartwright Czarnecki
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I drag the octopus up the mountainside. I love her, because 
I am the octopus and the octopus is me. With a salmon pink 
mantle drooping like dew-soaked acacia petals, dripping heavy 
in my hand, these fingers caress the slime smeared epidermis 
glaze, as labyrinth eyes engulf a vanquished hollow gaze. 
Penetrative orbs and primordial portals solemnly implore 
either compassion or deliverance. She requires three hearts to 
harness and harbor this faltered form of sentiment. Seven steps 
until I reach the sky, and the wind is white noise amidst the 
weathered toils of winter’s desolation. I can feel her fowl-like 
beak gnawing against my arctic ear lobes. With eight resilient 
tentacles cohesively wrapped around my anatomy, she is  
so much more malleable than I. Her supple arrangement of  
invertebrate flesh accentuates the immense weight which 
clings veraciously to the incalculable strain of our ascension. 
Two adjacent rows of softly pronounced suction ardently  
suckle upon this abrasive skin. I ascend this mountain in 
search of that sacramental silence, which the oracle of  
disillusioned dreams has guided me towards. The octopus 
keeps growing exponentially, and I know that someday she 
will grow larger than I. On that dreadful day I will be forced to 
sever her tentacles and carry her home. I have toiled with the 
unbearable weight of this deep sea creature for as long as I  
can remember. I cannot bring myself to abandon her. Our  
relationship was once symbiotic, although now I have  
realized the parasitic nature of our inequitable intimacies. I 
tell her to let go, even though I fear that she cannot discern 
a single sound. I reach the summit of the mountain, and I 
am greeted by the self-contained wilds of spiritual isolation. 
Reality is fading into obsolescence, and I am enveloped by 
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eccentric warmth, reminiscent of my mother’s resurrected 
womb. I sit amidst the alpine frost, as my toes sink into the 
crisp, cathartic soil. A vintage television set emerges from the 
fog. The gleaming rectangle broadcasts flurries of celestial 
static, and I become synonymous with the static, my identity 
scrambled into quantified grains of sentience.
 I fall into the uncharted vastness. The universe  
becomes crystallized with clear light illuminations as I 
 emerge from an oppressive state of inane blindness. Amongst  
flowering porcupine fields my true form is actualized, and I 
become self-aware for the first time in my silly-little life.  
Pulling fractured pine needles and sentimental slivers of  
archaic timbre from my saturnine skin, I abruptly awaken 
from the transcendental turmoil, letting love burn like wild fire 
spread across cold bones. I am emancipated from the bounds 
of material servitude by a symphony of sonorous spells.  
Euphorically coated with cascading sounds of ebbing l 
iquescence, I am amorously embraced by a disembodied 
voice. Cast unto the peyote desert bloom, endless valleys of 
black soot and ultra violet ashes undulate, as I softly caress 
the solemn face of a beautiful apparition. The divine image of 
my authenticated being is refracted in the purified eyes of her 
neon chakra glow, which sparks the subjective lanterns of this 
enlivened existence, flickering faintly amongst the perceptual 
gloom.
 I lay awake in these absurdist gardens, seeking the 
harvest of an immortalized bloom. We are alone in the woods. 
The apparition smiles and I am held captive by her compelling 
illusions. 
 “We are rivers, running like barefooted children 
across sun soaked stones,” she says, ever so softly as we  
dissipate amongst the hallucinogenic haze. 
 We swallow spoonful’s of dirt and worship the  
sky. Dipping our toes into the emerald water, we watch as 
the ripples endlessly extend. She is every woman I have 
ever loved. I will follow her anywhere. Vivaciously treading 
amongst the vernal countryside, our perceptions are  
abundantly adorned with viridian aesthetics as we wander 
the lilaceous verdure in search of that esoteric entity which 
will signify some unmistaken meaning. We come into contact 
with an astronomic waterfall contained within ourselves, and 
we become cleansed by the sensory streams of chimera laced E
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saturations. The water is warm as we are revealed, undressing 
our egos amongst the chasms we’ve created. Baptized in the 
womb’s water, I die inside of her, just so that I can be reborn 
again. Postnatal psychosis commences as I vacate her eternal 
womb.
 I am a fraction of the man that I believed myself to 
be. I am the broken bucket that she pours herself into. She sits, 
legs crossed, the world dissolved on the tip of her tongue. I 
am unborn, until the immaculate light violates us in that same 
obscure way that we first made love to one another. My lover, 
with breasts of summer rain, caresses the wounds that she so 
carefully corrodes into my supple flesh. Spiritual rivers  
converge, and I do not wish to possess her. I only wish to 
coalesce for an extended moment, while the essence of the 
universe exposes itself as an aesthetic mosaic of evanescent 
miracles, softly dispersed amongst the retina of our collective 
gaze.
 “To discern yourself within a single molecule of wa-
ter, is to set yourself face to face with god,” she says, as fluid 
fingers grace my gnarled spirit. I am soothingly consumed 
by her opiate drenched touch. She wipes away the persona 
painted mirage which has ceaselessly tainted my formless be-
ing with insidious parasites of pestilent delusion. She is god, 
and so am I. 
 “The sky is an endless basket of blue octopus blood, 
and these eyes are solar knives painted warm with solace,” I 
say, as she takes my hand and tells me that life is a bowl of 
rotten grapes. I patiently wait for that holy blood to transpire, 
permeating these vestibule veins with such a salient strain of 
sedition. She puts her fingers in my mouth, and speaks, 
 “Hush now little darlin’, we’ll be drunk soon 
enough.”
 Her skin is a soft calico shade of nirvana, forever 
draped around my nudity. Loftily glistening in the pale distant 
light, her skin is as white as breast milk dripping from summer 
clouds. Everything is sacred, and everything is hopeless. My 
lover hides her face beneath the moon, as lunar veils drip with 
rainbow sounds. My lover bleeds pomegranate and tastes of 
rusted basketball rims. My lover, with sapphire tongue and 
silver eyes of metallic fire, opens the window of my soul and 
drowns herself amongst the feral wolves of the night.
 “Frolic child, let yourself unravel.” 
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She speaks these final words of departure, as her skin  
disentangles within furled fingers frantically striving to  
reconstruct her disassembling mirage. In my embrace she  
becomes entirely threadless, and her earthly essence seeps 
onto my quivering hands. Our love is something naked as  
the stars.
 Suddenly, the ethereal vision dissipates, and I once 
again inhabit my most familiar, physical anatomy. Pensively 
staring into incessant static, I sit upon the ancient crest of  
that phantasmagoric mountain. The stark illumination of  
uninhibited clarity seizes my perceptual swarm, and I am 
removed from the ephemeral state of altered consciouness.  
Reality resurfaces, revealing forgotten eyes set ablaze,  
seared with an immaculate diamond luster. The vacant gaze  
penetrates the nucleus of my being, burning silently beneath 
astronomical particles, glittering like ancient ghosts amidst  
the glimmering expanse of eternalized ether.
 My hands are stained with the octopus’s blood,  
irrevocably exsanguinated from newborn wounds. Amidst 
this fatal cataclysm I can discern my own disconnected body, 
rendered obsolescent, lying in an opulently adorned casket, 
surrounded by melting candles, and disengaged tentacles  
dripping with azure pearls of plasma. There is a silver chalice 
placed beside my vacated cadaver. It is filled with some  
esoteric elixir, colored obsidian by the void. I drink until it is 
empty. I am drunk enough now to hear her weeping beside the 
shore. It is night time, and the snow begins to fall, as I begin 
my somber descent, dragging the dead octopus down  
the mountainside.
 I step across broken egg shells. The ice scars my  
naked feet. I suffer because I am alive. The anemic corpse 
I carry is wilted and dormant. With clamorous blue crystals 
dripping down my glacial skin, I tread into the world below.  
I reach my desti Sarah Fisher nation swiftly and emerge upon 
the shoreline. A vague phantom looms in the dawning dis-
tance. I lucidly 
 discern her illuminated face amidst the obscurity, and I 
remember why I have been delivered to this enigmatic place. 
The woman is kneeling in the whimsical surf. She clutches a 
lifeless octopus, and stares gravely into the oceanic onslaught. 
I silently approach, stepping into the dark waters beside 
her. She turns her attention towards my subdued gaze, and E
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gently rises. We walk barefooted into the hypothermic tide, 
relinquishing our objectified love. We let go, as the octopus 
is returned to sea, and we are left standing alone amidst tidal 
fluctuations. Whirling waves fold against us, as she takes my 
hand with transformative ardor, and we turn away from our 
fleeting anguish. Our love remains sacred as the stars we were 
born of. 
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Facebook Fictions

For a minute we stared at each other.  Me, doubled-over  
with one hand shielding my head from her cane,  
and the other hand pressing on my toes through my  
flashy stilettos.  And there was Donna, eyes about to  
bug right out of her thick glasses, holding her cane up as  
high as her shaking arms would allow, ready to strike.  
The only thing I could hear for a minute was breathing.  
We barely moved.

Sarah Fisher

That day must have seemed like any other, to anyone  
who wasn’t June. It seems she had suffered an  
unfortunate fall down a flight of stairs, and her husband  
Henry would later that day be quoted as saying, “I don’t  
know how she fell, but I appreciate her trying to make me 
happy.” Later that week, while June was in the  
hospital, Henry would be sitting at home watching T.V.  
and decide he was thirsty. He would go to the fridge,  
pour himself a glass of orange juice, take a sip, and  
promptly drop dead.

Matthew Luke

.   .   .   .
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He sat stiffly watching her retreating figure.  As soon as  
it was safe, he nimbly climbed down from his perch and  
began to follow. As they continued, he wished her to  
hurry more quickly to her destination. Almost as if she  
could hear his thoughts, she quickened her pace, finally  
stopping at an old two story A-frame house with only  
one light on. Her mother’s worry shining out into the  
night. The girl safely entered the house never noticing  
anyone behind her.

Jeanie Austin

I’ve been getting worked up lately. It feels like I’m on a  
treadmill that’s floating a mile high.
 All things considered, my life is fine. I am a  
middle class man living in the 21st century. 
I work for a company. We design cogs. I hate it, but I  
can’t leave. I am firmly in place. I am a cog in a machine  
that makes cogs for machines.
 Faster this treadmill goes. I’m trying to keep up,  
but I just can’t. I call out to my wife; the only one in this  
world that I know is on my side:
 “JANE, STOP THIS CRAZY THING.”

Conor Burnett

.   .   .   .
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Pale Nordic skin,
Touched by raindrops
And water from the lake.
Shivering with gooseflesh
Brought on by rain and fear
Huddling in confusion

You shed your clothes
Hoping to swim away,
But the lake drained you
And you turned back
Knowing that you were wading
Into the cold jaws of hell

You lay still, silent
The bodies of friends
Pressing in against you
Crushing the panic within you
The rain washing away
Blood you will always feel

You could hear him
Breathing on a rock
His taunts and laughter
Still in your ears
Then the bullet came
And you heard nothing

Grieving for the innocence
Shed like clothes on a rocky beach

Tears for Norway

Trista Merrill

.   .   .   .

.   .   .   .
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I will follow suit with the others,
sidling up, less than stealthy,

mostly graceful, and together
we’ll set each other ablaze,

a goatish tongue of flame spiked
on each our brows.  This feast

a stillness no more, yet held 
still in mind if not in gesture

as we balance our envy
of each other’s equipoise:

She leans away.  I draw around 
her like a cobra candelabra,

pin-point balance on reptilian
steel.  He bows with clenched

jaw, gifted flame doubted 
and snuffed by shame.  

She smiles at me.  I pour the wine 
upon the table to enrage her 

with hemorrhaged connotations,
and all the languages granted --

those of challenge, lust, indulgence --
burn rigidly around us like javelins.

The host turns a blind eye, 

here at the table of contests.

•  after David Hare’s sculpture, “The Dinner 
Table,” 1950

Appetites

Jon Palzer
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A celebration outside my window?
For what occasion? Surely not a ball.
Arrogant, busy lights ignore the night
shoving evening to morning. Hustle & bustle,
crowds and commotion startle this hour
of slumber – the aroused boulevard just
below my windowsill spreads fright in the
streets. Lights search for a young daughter.
Friendly doors are dead bolted as frantic
worry erupts into confirmed horror.
The concave skull and small, ravaged body
of a child are found with stringy blonde
tresses and empty, tear-sodden blue eyes.
Parents, clutch your living children tonight.  

March 5, 1994

French boy/oh French boy
Madam guillotine/ she is calling
From the depths of the past/her lovers are calling
She has cut them deeply and caused them Pain/ and  
now their voices fall like rain
“I have committed no treason”/ “long live the republic”
But their cries are not enough/ they will lose their heads
Madame guillotine/ she is not forgiving
They all are equal in opportunity/ the king himself  
became her lover and met his sad end
The baker he also slept with the Madame/ but the baker
He did not wake up/ for he lost his head
French boy/ oh French boy
Take heed/ it is a revolution
Everyone is dying.

Revolution

Amanda Stack

Jeanie Austin
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Untitled 2
Dan Rounds

dearest doctor, 
please grace this nonsensical sequence 
with your potential appetite

I can decorate myself with all sorts of pretty illusions
and these scars are nothing but scarlet amnesia 
and sand replaces skin sometimes
and sometimes I read subversive books
and other times I make stupid noises with my mouth

which color shall I paint your wounds today

silly somatic sensory 
translation apparatus: 
I am rotten meat 
I am synaesthesia submerged  
naked and snarling 
I am the saw tooth sadness
I am endless circles, engulfing 
transitory circles
and still I remain entirely indifferent to color

in the company of blue carousel horses 
and a considerable number of useless utensils
self inflicted surgical incisions ensue,
as carnal corrosions are carved into cornea  

the moss is wet skin
and always has been rapture
and sullen saints have said that
satan smells of summer flowers 
sprouting transitorily amidst the soft cascade 
strangely reminiscent of resurfacing earthworms 
rising amidst the sacred slaughter

Self-instructed 
Trans-orbital 
Lobotomy
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circumscribed formulations 
wither within the celestial nucleus
as the corroded reptilian core is ravished 
terrestrial decimations transfigure the molecular mosaic   
into cataclysmic components disengaged

emerald skull blossoms eloquently sprout 
from fertile eye sockets into the purple anguish of the sky 
as the instrumental ice pick burrows it’s way into my inner 
concourse

“This is what your brain looks like when it’s on fire,” said the 
doctor 
as he pointed to an educational diagram pinned against the 
cerebral wall 

Eric Velzis

He slumps over his coffee and chews. He is a mountain 
thinly draped in black. The back of his neck is a braid of ink 
in yellow and red bracketed by earlobes gauged so large they 
hang on his neck like deflated breasts.
 I am watching him through the café window and, 
because I am in a terrible mood, the idea clicks into my head 
that he’s done all this stuff to his body to impress us, and it 
isn’t working. 
 But then I think about why I’m in a judgmental  
mood in the first place. I’m sitting at a window seat in a  
downtown café, waiting to walk over to the Hyatt for an  
academic conference. I haven’t been to an academic in nearly 
ten years.  The conference is titled (loosely) “Writers and  
Editors,” and I’m one or the other, depending on the day. I’m 
here to make some connections, revisit those old days of  
conference panels, and possibly get high on ideas.
 But so far it’s just making me miserable. When I was 
a grad student—and before that when I was an undergrad—
I was soaked in literary theory, a winner of a departmental 
poetry award, a purveyor of dinner parties with the other 
humanities students – the art students, philosophy majors and, 
of course, English majors who fancied themselves the new 
literati. Looking back, it’s not unlike a tree house full of kids 
calling themselves pirates. 
 I was genuinely searching for my path—we all 
were—and my philosophy books and endless self-analysis 
were something of a stabilizer against the vacuous chaos of  
sororities, Friday night meat markets, and shrill football 
games. But I was also pretentious. So were my friends.

No Self at the 
Dinner Party

Nina Alvarez
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 Take Ben. Ben used to sit in the middle of party, sip-
ping on his cigarette like Alice’s caterpillar, who sipped on a 
hookah and puffed neatly in the faces of those who disturbed 
him, “Whoooo are youuu?” 
 Ben’s version of blowing smoke was his stock reply 
to all conversation, “And grass grows in soil.” You’d take 
in it, realize after a moment what he was saying about your 
obviousness, and want to slink away. If pressed to explain his 
rudeness, Ben would say nothing, or if he liked you a little: 
“All language is arbitrary.” 
 In later years Ben toured the world with his band and 
became a pretty amiable guy. He had just been frustrated. We 
were all talking, talking, talking about our theories and yet no 
one was getting anywhere. No matter how right, how power-
ful, how well-argued a point, it was all just some form of vy-
ing to get social position—or in someone’s pants—much more 
than authentic communication.
 As the years passed and I started teaching community 
college  English, my pretension shifted. I reveled in my roles 
as lit professor, however part time or poorly paid. It stemmed 
the dread of disappearing into an office and never being heard 
from again. It redeemed my years of obsessive reading and 
writing and it quelled my adolescent fear that I actually wasn’t 
special. How could an English instructor not be special? 
Haven’t you seen “Dead Poets Society?”
 As the years passed, I hit what was for me the empty 
bottom of the search for the illusory literary life, and I got 
into the business of publishing, copyediting, copywriting. I no 
longer looked for identity in what I knew or wrote, but in what 
I made or tried to make happen. Humility, thy name is temp 
jobs. Plus, no one cares if you’ve read and even understood 
Gilles Deleuze. They want to know if you can catch a spelling 
error on the cover of a marketing document, type and collate, 
maybe craft a business letter about milestones, deadlines, and 
“being on the same page.” The hard truths left me sobered and 
deflated, as happens when something puffed up has had the 
wind pressed out of it. 
 This was when the deeper work began. The deeper 
work was getting to the core of why I had puffed up in the 
first place. It took me back to a middle school-aged girl sitting 
alone on a school bus, eyes to a window blurred and blank. 
A girl who felt hollowed out. She held the hurts and taunts N
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and slights of adolescence too tightly. She suffered by being 
too sensitive, too acutely aware of herself. The acuity which 
led her to identify so passionately with her internal landscape 
would in later years become her ego: a shell that formed 
around her pains. The very thing she thought would save her 
from meaninglessness kept it always it firmly in place.
 Do not be so quick to denounce the shell though. The 
shell has many purposes. The shell of my literariness, the thing 
that saved my self-esteem during my teens and twenties, may 
have become the very thing that allows me to have my own 
business as an editor and writing mentor. I learned a lot about 
the craft, the industry, the field, often spurred on by my long-
ing to identify with the writers I admired.  But this role also 
keeps me from my first and deepest dream: my own career as a 
creative writer. I balk, stop, retreat in the middle of composing 
because the stakes are too high. The shell demands that I be 
profound. The shell wants to redeem the no one who rode that 
bus. The shell cannot risk not being good enough, so it is often 
better to just not try.
 The irony has not been lost on me.
 I look up from the café window. The lumpy guy 
stands up. He may be misshapen, and he may wear his pathos 
like a mask, but from a standing posture, his lumpy back 
smoothes out and falls in place with his strong, broad shoul-
ders. He’s just a big guy. His need to be subculture is a part of 
his pretension, yes, just as my long jacket, books, and notepad 
area a part of mine. But though they were once the mask, 
maybe they have become more like a container. They aren’t 
me. They aren’t my props. They are simply the things that I 
use. My tools toward meaning, not the meaning itself.
 We think we fool the world with our choices in dress, 
music, books. But for the most part, our pretensions betray 
our insecurities. But somehow, thankfully, that pretension fails 
again and again to offer a static identity. We fall into the abyss 
enough times and finally come out naked.
 In all that failing to seem, we actually become what 
we are. 
 And what is left, the remnant is what we truly need 
fifteen years after the dinner parties, ten years after the gradu-
ate degree, five years after the first short stories are published. 
Underneath all the tweed jackets, cigarettes, red wine, quirky 
accessories, difficult books read conspicuously and publicly; 
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after all the posturing talk that leads to nothing but loneliness, 
you wake up one day and realize you can write. And it isn’t 
for you – and it isn’t for them. It’s for something else entirely. 
Maybe for what the Buddhist’s call “No Self” the part of us 
that is not a separate identity cut off from everything else. The 
part of us that is a part of everything else. 
 Grass does grow in soil. Sometimes the obvious is 
the most profound. I write simply because it is what No Self 
wants to do. The results have nothing to do with me. 
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Gethen rode for his life.
 He knew there was no way to avoid it if it wanted 
him, but he had to try. Hadn’t the Foys always said: “We are, 
each of us, unable to change our natures”?
 Gethen’s mount forded a stream rimmed with frost. 
He leaned closer to the horse in an effort to stay warm, but the 
cold of these lands leached warmth from them both, and the 
dead trees were silent witnesses to the power of winter,  
of death.
 About halfway across the stream, the horse stumbled 
and Gethen was tumbled over its head. Grey and white spun 
around him, and in the space between surprise and terror,  
sudden, excruciating cold encased him, embracing him like  
his own coffin.
 One panicked breath and the freezing grey world 
around him dissolved into utter black.

II
 Gethen opened his eyes to the frozen remains of  
foliage. There was the lower expanse of a tree trunk to his 
right and a flickering orange light to his left. Firelight.
 Yet he still flew out of his numbing skin when a  
sighing, silken tenor addressed him.
 “You are trespassing in my forest.”
 Gethen turned his aching head toward the breathless 
voice.
 Sitting at the middling fire, his long, pale hands 
held to it for warmth, was a well-made young man—naked, 
but not shivering for the cold. His sharp, pale features were 
proportionate to a face whose beauty lay only in its exquisite 
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perfection of angles. To say his hair was dark would’ve been 
to do injustice to hair like the shadow under a raven’s wing. 
Eyes that were intensely blue and unnaturally still, bore holes 
into Gethen.
 “I—I beg your leave, lord—?”
 “Cerriddwynn,” the young man supplied in the same 
soft voice.
 Gethen swallowed dryly. “Lord Cerriddwynn.”
“Simply Cerriddwynn. I am lord of no one and nothing.” He 
grinned coldly, fleetingly, as at some private joke. “Why have 
you come here?”
 Gethen tried to sit up, unwilling to be questioned 
while supine. His body, aflame with cold, sent itching, aching 
tingles along his muscles and his bones creaked audibly in 
protest. His neck and head were formed of molten lead, but 
he made it upright, and scuttled backwards until he felt the 
tree at his back. Thus supported, he returned his attention to a 
patiently waiting Cerriddwynn.
 “I was—merely passing through these woods. I 
meant to travel through them as swiftly as possible, but I  
had a fall.” Gethen shook his head, frowning. Surely he  
misremembered. He couldn’t have fallen into that frozen 
stream. He’d be dead if he had. Besides, his clothes weren’t 
even wet. “I meant no trespass, Cerriddwynn,” he said  
dismissing his false memory to focus on his host. When it 
came to naked, still-eyed youths claiming to own bits of  
forest, one could never be too careful. Cerriddwynn could be 
anything from a dryad or some other minor nature spirit, to an 
Unseleighe Sidhe; or even an angry god.
 Gethen had woes enough in his misbegotten life  
without courting more.
 “Where one man comes, hordes are sure to follow; 
like ants,” Cerriddwynn said softly, his brooding eyes shifting 
to the dancing flames for a few moments. Then they ticked 
back to Gethen, cold as the ice that surrounded them, yet hot 
as the secret heart of the flames. “What manner of man are 
you, to be pursued so far into my lands? What manner of man 
is it that pursues you?” 
 Gethen tried to hold his gaze steady on Cerrid-
dwynn’s piercing one, but could not. If Gethen had ever been 
blameless enough to meet such a gaze, those days were long 
dead.
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 “I’m not being pursued,” Gethen lied.
 “No one enters Cerriddwynn’s forest in winter  
unless they are pursued. To come here is to chase one’s own 
mortality. Know you not how far north my forest lies?”
 Gethen swallowed again, his eyes still averted. His 
mouth should have been dry, but was not. He should have 
been warmed by the fire. 
 But he was not.
 “I know not, Cerriddwynn. I only know that I’m 
colder than I’ve ever been,” Gethen replied with a shudder. 
Cerriddwynn’s gaze on him was weighing, waiting.
 “I’m not being pursued by any man.” Gethen sighed 
like a weary, old man, which wasn’t unfitting. “I am running 
from death, Cerriddwynn. That’s what pursues me to your  
forest.”

III
 In a dizzying flash, Cerriddwynn was across the fire, 
lifting Gethen up by his throat. Cerriddwynn’s hands were 
strong and cold, like iron coated in ice; his ice-and-flames eyes 
glared daggers up into Gethen’s own.
 “Long has man been a despoiler of all things sacred 
and natural, but to bring death to my forest—” Cerriddwynn 
slammed Gethen’s aching body into the tree, and Gethen,  
his ears ringing with impact, lost some of the thread of  
Cerriddwynn’s tirade.
 ”—should spell you as far from my bounds as  
my power will allow and leave you to your doom!”  
Cerriddwynn hissed like a scalded cat, his steady eyes  
the constant in Gethen’s ringing, wavering, freezing  
universe. Around the two, winds began to flail through the 
trees, flinging branches and Cerriddwynn’s nighted hair at 
Gethen’s face. Both cut like icy lashes from a frozen whip.
 Then, as suddenly as the winds had started up, they 
were gone, and Cerriddwynn was at his place on the other side 
of the fire. Gethen was lying in a shivering heap at the foot of 
the tree.
 “It is in my forest, now, mortal. You’ve brought the 
Ravager to my forest,” Cerriddwynn said, his voice like dead 
leaves scratching frozen earth. Those strange, cold-hot eyes 
were once again lost in the fire’s depths. Gethen sat up slowly, 
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cautiously; there was something warm, wet and sluggish  
running down his face; either blood or tears.
 “You’re obviously powerful, Cerriddwynn.  
Surely you can keep—” Gethen began shakily, coughing.  
Cerriddwynn cut him off with a despairing glance.
 “Mine is the power of time, and of secrecy. I can hide 
this place and slow its decline. Were it not for you, I might 
have held this place for another thousand-thousand years. But 
now . . . it is over, and all I have protected is soon gone.”
The sorrow in Cerriddwynn’s eyes—Gethen had heard that 
the sorrow of an immortal could break the strongest man’s 
heart—wrenched a nearly unbearable anguish from Gethen’s 
own dead heart.
 “I am a minor elemental who used to be a minor god; 
immortal, but not invincible. The Ravager is far stronger than 
I or any other gods I can name. I cannot hold my land against 
it.”
 Cerriddwynn’s eyes met Gethen’s again; they were 
empty of all emotion Gethen could read. The hair that moved 
in the cold eddies of northern air was, Gethen noticed, now 
shot through with iron gray, much like Gethen’s own.
 Cerriddwynn held up his pale, long hand. It was 
creased with fine lines now, as was his face.
 “You’ve brought death to my forest,” he murmured 
in a voice as bereft of hope as a sob.

IV
 Gethen watched the aging elemental stare at his 
hands for a while before he found the courage to ask: “Why 
do you fear death? You’re an elemental, supposedly untouched 
by time. As for this forest—it is already in death’s clutches. 
You would protect a lost cause?” He glanced around at the 
bare branches and tumbled logs that surrounded their glade. 
“There’s nothing here to protect.”
 Cerriddwynn spared him an intense, disdainful 
glance. “What do you know of life? You, who will never bear 
a life, and who would live but a mere century, at most? What 
do you know of the green beneath the whites and greys of 
death? You look at this forest and see only dead things, while 
I see a forest that merely sleeps, until Gwion Sun-lord melts 
away her mantle of ice.” The elemental’s sharp features  R
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quivered, like a crystal under the assault of a high note.
 “I was here for the birth of this forest. I was here 
when the Ice That Creeps moved down from the frozen wastes 
of the farthest northern reaches and claimed it. And I held its 
fragile life-spark for long centuries against mountains of ice. I 
saw the ice retreat and return several times, and still, I wait for 
the day the ice leaves completely, and my forest wakes up. But 
now, neither this forest nor I will ever see true spring again.”
 Gethen looked away from the elemental’s haggard 
face and greying hair, and into the fire. He held his hands to it, 
and still felt no heat.
 “The illusion of warmth,” he murmured.  
Cerriddwynn either didn’t hear him or chose to ignore him.
 “How can an immortal die?” Gethen was shivering. 
The air around the fire seemed to be colder than the air further 
away. He sat back again, but not leaning against the tree.
 “I am immortal because I am the guardian of this 
forest. If it dies, I cease to be,” Cerriddwynn said flatly. “I am 
bound to protect it and all that dwell herein.”
 Gethen gazed at the elemental, frowning. “Even me?”
 Cerriddwynn did not answer.
 “Why not spell me out of the forest. That might draw 
death away.”
 “I cannot. Once you entered my forest, you became 
mine.  My responsibility. With an enemy stalking the land, I 
could no more cast one of my own out, than I could cast out 
myself.” Cerriddwynn sighed hopelessly. “Look, you, even if 
I could send you to the other side of the world, my deceptions 
have been breached. It knows where I am, and it knows there 
is something here worth taking, something alive. Now that it 
has the scent, it will be able to sniff out the green I have so 
carefully concealed, and kill it.” Cerriddwynn’s face was still 
and snow-white.
 “But why?” Gethen demanded, as guilt settled  
heavily on his shoulders. He’d thought he’d managed to shrug 
off that particular mantle forever.
 Cerriddwynn simply gazed at Gethen for a long 
moment, his pale gaze flickering with confusion, or perhaps 
wonderment. Then he spoke:
 “Because that is the way of life, and the way of all 
things born to end. You, mortal and human, should understand 
that far better than I.”
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 Gethen looked away, tears in his eyes, and pulled his 
cloak closely around him. “Aye.”
 They sat silently, listening to the wind blow snow 
around the glade. Gethen noticed that the snow never entered 
their glade, no matter how strongly the wind blew forced it 
about.
 Cerriddwynn’s magic.
 “Tell me a story, mortal. Your people are great ones 
for telling pretty lies.” Cerriddwynn gave Gethen an amused 
and wintry smile. “Tell me a story about a mortal who runs 
from death. How could any mortal outrun death for so long 
that they begin to think they can avoid it altogether?”
 Gethen gifted Cerriddwynn a humorless smile of 
his own. At the beginning of their meeting the elemental had 
looked young enough to have been Gethen’s son. He now 
looked old enough to be Gethen’s contemporary. The raven’s 
shadow hair was silvering, and completely white at the tem-
ples. Hard and bitter lines were etched around Cerriddwynn’s 
thin mouth.
 “As far as I’ve come from my people, to die with a 
story on my lips is a deep irony.” Gethen smiled a little wider. 
“Would you die then, with the only story that is in me to tell, 
ringing in your ears, Cerriddwynn?”
 “I would die with any sound in my ears other than 
this babbling, idiot wind, heralding the death I already feel 
in my bones,” Cerriddwynn grunted. He was a death’s head 
limned in faint, eldritch light.
 “Fair enough.” Gethen sat closer to the cold,  
dwindling fire like the storytellers he’d been born among 
would’ve done, and began his tale:
 “Four hundred fifty-seven years ago, a son was born 
to Inna and Thadeuez Foy. He was neither their first child nor 
their last but, like any birth, his was a cause for joy. When he 
lived past the half-year mark, they gave him a naming  
ceremony, and named him Gethen Gareth Foy. . .”

V
 Gethen told Cerriddwynn a story, while death raged 
around the northern forest, the winds, now  it’s agent of 
destruction, toppled old growths and piled snow against the 
invisible wall keeping disaster out of Cerriddwynn’s glade.R
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 Gethen spoke all night: of a boy who’d lost his family 
to plague and prejudice, fire and fear, then was raised among 
magicians and hedge witches with no small amount of power 
of his own.
 He spoke of a young man who, living cheek and  
jowl with death, came to fear it. This man used his own  
channeling abilities to suck the life-energy out of those who 
trusted him. In this fashion, he had extended his own life by 
several hundred years before his thirty-fifth year.
 He spoke also of a man who’d lived hundreds of 
years longer than all he’d ever loved or cared about; a man 
who no longer had any place or power in the world of the  
living. He spoke of a man who’d begun to fade, even to  
himself.
 This man, Gethen said, had forgotten how to fear 
death. He was invisible to mortal eyes; he began to believe he 
was invisible to mortality itself.
 One day, walking along the outskirts of a market 
place, ignored by all, save very small children and animals, 
he’d felt eyes on him. It was a feeling like a mosquito on the 
back of his neck. He scanned the crowds around him, spotting 
no one who could have caused that feeling of being—seen.
 After four centuries, one learns to trust one’s  
instincts. The man fled his city, without stopping to pack.  
He lived in hiding, on his wits and off the land. Like his 
parents before him, he was a sometime horse-thief, sometime 
pick-pocket. Whenever he got that mosquito-itch feeling on 
the back of his neck, he ran, not stopping for miles before he 
felt safe enough to sleep.
 Now, after a dozen years of running, crossing and 
re-crossing the globe, he’d found himself in a northern forest, 
sitting at a fire that gave light, but no heat, telling his own 
story to a dying elemental while the wolf howled outside the 
door.

VI
 “Dawn will be here soon,” Gethen murmured, his 
eyes on the dying flicker of the flames.
 “It doesn’t matter, now,” Cerriddwynn replied quietly.
 Around them, the forest raged, and crashed as death 
came to what should have died eons ago. Gethen felt, with 
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resigned certainty, that this was as good a place as any for him 
to die.
 “Perhaps it’s time for us both to go,” he said to 
 Cerriddwynn, who smiled sadly, frozen tears glittering in his 
eyes. He looked like he could have been Gethen’s grandfather, 
his hair snow white, his face a map of wrinkles.
 “You fight death out of habit, Gethen-Gareth. I fight 
death out of love.”
 Gethen waved a shaking hand in concession of the 
point. “But life is a habit I came to love. Even when I hated  
it, I loved it fiercely. And yet . . . it wouldn’t be awful to let  
it go.” Gethen was surprised to hear the words come out of  
his mouth, but it was true. He was tired of running, tired  
of fading; tired of outliving all love but the love of the  
habitual.
 “For humans, there is whatever afterlife or rebirth 
their gods see fit to give them. For me there is only dissolu-
tion, loss of sentience. No one will remember Cerriddwynn or 
his forest. It will all come to ruin, and I will come to naught.”
 For that, Gethen had no answer. So they sat,  
listening once again to death as it made its way to their  
glade in the heart of the northern forest.
 “It is very near,” was all Cerriddwynn said before 
lapsing into what seemed to be a state of catatonia. His aged, 
infirm body toppled over even as his eyes were open and  
sorrowing. Suddenly, the fire in the center of the glade flared 
up, pale and green. From it came, at last, an alarming heat 
that singed Gethen’s eyebrows.
 The flames shot up to twice the height of a man, 
shooting off defiant sparks. Gethen stood, and faced away 
from it. Just beyond the edge of the glade, a gathering shadow 
crept around the bounds of the firelight, as if testing the 
strength of Cerriddwynn’s walls.
 For a time, the walls held, but slowly, the  
shadow made its way toward the heart of the forest, and 
to Cerriddwynn’s fire.
 Gethen backed towards the fire until he was forced to 
shed his bulky clothing, or have it catch. Behind him, the fire 
slowly began to dim, as the shadow crept closer and closer.
 Finally, there was nowhere to run to anymore for 
Gethen, no one to turn to now that Cerriddwynn was almost 
dead. At that thought, Gethen felt grief as well as guilt settle R
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into him. 
 “I am so sorry,” Gethen said, just as a flame licked 
his back. It burned his skin, hungry in the way only living 
things are.
 The very first tendrils of shadow had touched 
Gethen’s feet, and he felt its searing cold kill all feeling in his 
toes. He imagined that hungry nothingness devouring him, 
body and soul, and he knew he could never give in to the 
shadow. Better to burn in Cerriddwynn’s living flame than to 
be subsumed into a dead void.
 Gethen turned to face the flame. It was shrinking as 
he watched, as if cowed by the vampiric shadow at Gethen’s 
back.
 “I can think of no better place to die,” Gethen told the 
flame. It seemed to flare brighter for a moment, the crackle of 
its flames both chuckle and applause.
 Gethen was almost chuckling himself as he opened 
wide his arms and stepped into Cerriddwynn’s fire.

VII
 There was nothing left alive in the shadow’s wake.
Toppled and uprooted trees were all that was left of the great 
northern forest. As yellow dawn came to the grey northern sky, 
the total devastation of hundreds of miles of forest greeted the 
new day.
 And though the sun shone hotter on the land than it 
had in eons, melting some of the icy mantle that covered it, 
there was nothing left alive to appreciate it.
 Satisfied—as satisfied as it ever was—the shadow 
that covered the land like blight retreated south, back to the 
life it scorned, yet could not do without.

VIII
 Deep, deep within the newly warmed earth a dormant 
seed took root, as it sensed the passing of the shadow.
The Earth wrapped her arms around her newest child, willing 
it, loving it into being . . . into life.
 With life came spirit. The spirit of the forest that had 
been, the spirit of the forest that would be. There came also 
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knowledge of death and endings, and the sacredness of  
endings as well as beginnings. As the seedling grew, there 
came all manner of wisdom from the whispered stories that 
passed through the Earth. There was the remembrance of wind 
and of sky and of snow; of walking and talking and being.
 The strongest memories were of eyes like the heart of 
a flame and hair like the shadow of a raven’s wing.
 When, in its own time, the seedling’s very first,  
tender shoots poked warily up from the ground, it tasted wind 
and shivered, saw sky and bowed its head. At the thought of 
snow it knew, finally, fear. . .
 One day, a warm breeze swept round the empty 
glade, gently ruffling the sapling’s leaves. This zephyr was 
chattier than most, and spoke of things the sapling only  
half-remembered.
 Gethen-Gareth, Gethen-Gareth, it sighed around the 
trembling shoot, then laughed, flirting through the confused 
sapling’s leaves. The sapling was about to tuck itself back into 
the safety of its mother’s arms when the breeze said:
 Stay, and I will tell you a story—
 The sapling’s leaves slowly unfurled, it’s shivering 
lessened, stopped. The warmth of the breeze made a lie of all 
fears of snow, and its laughing, whispery voice went on:
 I will tell you a story about a tree that was once a 
man and a breeze that was once a god. . .
 And how they both outran death.
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Here I sit 
In my second story apartment 
Above the pizza place 
That we grew up eating at 
Surrounded by pizza boxes of weeks past 
I hold today’s newspaper stunned 
The wall is covered with pictures of who we used to be 
We said that we’d see the world 
That we would grow senile as neighbors 
Sadly we drifted, as most friends do 
Sending Christmas cards every year 
And calling on birthdays 
I look down at the paper 
I am holding on to it so tight 
That I ripped right through it 
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For four years I attended that school. It was my first 
“real world” experience. Before that, I was at home: 
waking up late to the smell of coffee, staying in 
my fuzzy-feet PJs until 4:00PM at the earliest. My 
years at that school were long.  I felt like I could 
have written my own Bible by the end. I was taught 
in the ways of the Lord and given symbols of his 
love. I would open the eternal Word of the one  
they call Adonai, Jehovah, Father.  God. I would  
be assured and assured again that He was with me 
every second. My homework was Godly. Before 
tests, you better pray. “Put your heart-felt trust in 
Him,” they would say.  There were skirts two  
inches below the knee and no touching between 
boys and girls except one friendly hug.  Only one.  
Fornication was at an all time low, sexual tension 
seemed like the norm. People had the shakes. You 
would see people resort to eating; maybe some form 
of drug, something to alleviate the stress. Everyone 
was a frazzled virgin. Even the teachers seemed 
virginal; God mixed with coffee was their drug of 
choice. I didn’t get it. 
 When eighth grade came, I switched schools 
once again. This was no God-school. No Bibles, no 
prayers.  An interesting idea, I thought. 
 But then, of course I walked in on my first 
day. These things are always traumatic, I thought.  
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My palms became wet with warm sweat. The life 
was drawn from me as my face turned white and  
my already spiked hair seemed to stand more on 
end. I walked through the crowds of cackling 
hyenas, all waiting for me to drop so they could 
scavenge my body for a foreign taste. My eyes 
stared straight ahead, looking for the numbers, the 
letters, the class, the teacher –my savior. I stopped 
for a moment as the tongues flailed in the corner.  I 
couldn’t understand the amusement of it, and  
yet my eyes looked on in strange fascination. I 
continued on, people sticking out of lockers in all 
variations of the Kama Sutra; men standing like 
deities while their consorts wrapped legs and arms 
in all shapes and positions. Apparently exchanging 
gum was a sport in this strange place, and it was a 
close race. 
 I walked in to my first class to find a  
teacher with his shirt unbuttoned and his shoes  
off. The students threw papers in the air and I heard 
whispers of a different language: hot, sexy, druggy, 
drunk, bitch, ass, and f*ck. I slid myself into the 
tight desk and changed my perfect posture to a 
gradual slouch.  I smirked and turned to the blonde 
on my left and said,  
“Hey.”



 Is Opportunity, then, a sort of trick that lures us 
into places we might never have ventured if we stuck to the 
maps we’ve already made for our lives? In this way, perhaps 
it is in closer kinship with temptation than with motivation. 
And without the necessary powers of discernment, might our 
haphazard pursuit of one opportunity after another just wear 
us out and break us down?  Like the Siren’s Song in the old 
stories- what might appear to be opportunity is often just  
the sweet song that lures us to the jagged rocks of our own 
shipwreck and subsequent drowning.
 When I’d play the game Risk with my brother on 
those long and lazy Saturday nights of childhood, I’d often 
lose because I didn’t know when to stop my offensive attack 
on his strongholds.  After a few bad dice rolls, I’d be left thin 
and vulnerable with only a single plastic game-piece, repre-
senting a military troop, here or there to cover strategically 
centralized territories like Kamchatka or Indonesia, and he’d 
inevitably sweep right through my territories grinning the way 
a big brother does—ear to ear and designed to provoke. And 
while I sensed that I was repeating this mistake game after 
game, I never could seem to resist the rush of opportunity.
 By my senior year of high school, I had yet to have 
a serious girlfriend and was already beginning to wonder if I 
was one of those doomed few who would live and die alone—
loveless and lonely. So when I finally started dating Heather, 
a sophomore who, along with me, was in that year’s musical 
production of Cole Porter’s Anything Goes, I couldn’t seem to 
resist the opportunity to start getting sweet with Amy, a senior 
from another school who also happened to be one of Heather’s 
childhood friends, having attended the same magnet school in 
their youth. And while Heather sure was pretty and popular, 
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Amy was someone I could really talk to. I’m sure that’s how 
I justified it to myself 25 years ago when on the way home 
from the opening night of the play, with both Heather and 
Amy crowded in my little red Datsun, I chose to drop Heather 
off at her home first, so I could “talk” with Amy long into the 
night. Even though just the night before, after dress rehearsal, 
Heather and I went and parked behind the Adirondack Cola 
warehouses till nearly three in the morning.  And this story 
ends as do most stories of this sort—with the friends pretty 
quickly figuring out what the opportunist fellow was up to and 
each deciding that a childhood friendship is more important 
than some amateur player who didn’t have the guts to be hon-
est with either of them or himself. 
 In my early twenties, having shed a good portion 
of the self-doubt that plagued my adolescent years, I would 
regularly bounce from one Albany bar to another looking for 
the best opportunity—whether an old friend, a good band, or a 
romantic interest.  One of the beauties of the Albany night life 
was the four a.m. closing time of most bars and pubs. Even 
now in my mid forties I can’t adjust to the two a.m. last call of 
bars around here. Because really, it is in the late night spec-
trum of time between two and four where the real opportuni-
ties seem to lurk.  
 My nights would start at the kitchen counter in my 
studio apartment on Chestnut Street, a block off Lark St- 
Albany’s main bohemian drag. Listening to Tom Waits and 
drinking Bully Hill Love My Goat wine with my roommate 
Danny Ray and my black cat Syd, I’d double check the music 
listings in the Metroland arts weekly and mentally map out the 
general direction of my night—OK I’ll start at Iffy’s for cheap 
gin and tonics and free music- even if it’s the really bad house 
blues band; and then I’ll head to Bogies to shoot pool and 
listen to Amy Abdou front my favorite band these days, Hand 
Held Moon; and then to the Palais Royale off of Jefferson 
Street for even cheaper Gin and Tonics in small glasses with 
no ice where Saloman’s Ramada will be doing a spoken work/ 
jazz improve set; and then back to Main Street and the QE2 
where DJ Spike spins hardcore dance tracks by Ministry and 
the Pixies and Jesus and the Mary Chain , and where the gin 
and tonics in plastic coups have plenty of ice but emit an eerie 
glow under the illuminating black lights of the Q; and after 
that I’ll probably end up at the Griffin or Lark Street tavern for 
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juke box dances with the late night crowd and order a round 
of B-52’s just to piss off the bartender who  is too tired or 
tweaked to pour delicate three layers shots.
 And the point of all these shenanigans? Good  
question. Neil Young sang about how its “better to burn out 
than to fade away,” but that was over thirty years ago when 
he was himself still a young man, and I’m sure he sees things 
a bit differently now—as do I. I’m not sure what drove me 
from one conversation to the next, one drink to the next, one 
bar to the next, or even one night to the next. But I recall I 
was worried I might miss out on something if I didn’t attack 
each night with sheer determination and a bold conviction to 
pursue whatever the night had to offer. And sometimes I’d be 
stuck between the immediate satisfaction of one moment that 
was “good enough’ and the mystery moment that awaited me 
at the next night club or coffee shop or conversation with a 
stranger on a topic yet to be determined.  And back then, when 
everything seemed low stakes and inconsequential, given 
the choice between the known and the unknown, I’d almost 
always choose the latter, for as Keats poetically proclaimed, 
“Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are sweeter,” 
and I definitely have a sweet tooth when it come to unknown 
opportunities.         
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Your fleeting desire coats my mouth,
like the crispy fat of a hunted feast.
Savor the greasy taunt. Want lingers here
between cream of my thighs – aching acid
with which you poison and satisfy me.
Curdled love dripping off your flaccid lips
blankets the masquerade between my bed-
posts – burning to nothing, scarring my sheets,
dissolving into a satin river,
black placid truth. I am to be honored.
With wide spread legs and whispers of deceit,
tonight, you honor only the conquest.
The proof is cold – searing my swollen breasts.
Shiver yourself to sleep – alone…content

And then he came.

Amanda Stack
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Vick came home to a bloodbath.
 He had left work early so he could buy a twelve pack 
of beer and catch the game on TV and here it was, not even 
halftime, and the Bullets were already down by 18 points.  
The Knicks were doing anything they wanted; hitting outside 
jumpers, posting up on the block, and taking to the basket with 
ease.  The current shot on TV showed the Bullets coach staring 
at the massacre on the court with a look of stunned horror on 
his face.
 “Losers,” Vick said, taking a sip of beer.  He was 
about to turn the channel and find something more palatable to 
watch when he caught the scent of cigarette smoke in the air 
and a little bell went off in his head--Sharon.  She was smok-
ing.  In the house.  Vick hadn’t seen her do that since she had 
gotten pregnant with Tommy.  She hadn’t been able to outright 
quit, she was the type that was always promising herself she 
would quit for real next month or the one after, but for the past 
seven years, even if there was a thunderstorm outside, Sharon 
would go out and smoke under an umbrella rather than light 
up around Tommy.
 Vick glanced over his shoulder and saw Sharon lean-
ing in the doorway, wearing her pink terrycloth bathrobe, hair 
pulled back in loose ponytail, the ghost of a bruise under her 
right eye.  She was indeed smoking, a cigarette sat smoldering 
between two fingers, but it was what else she was holding in 
her hand that made Vick begin to regret he had rushed home 
so early to catch the game.  It was a BetaMax movie box from 
the rental store up the street.  The photo on the cover showed 
the mud splattered back of a young girl wearing a white swim 
suit and clutching a knife in one hand.  
 Sharon took a long, slow drag on her cigarette, let the 
smoke spill from her nostrils, then turned the movie over and 
read the title, holding it a little away from her body as if she 

I Spit On 
Your Grave

Christopher White
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were inspecting a dead rat.
 “I Spit On Your Grave,” she said, voice gravelly with 
smoke.  “Lovely title, don’t you think Vick?”
 “Hmm,” Vick said.
 “Oh, and what have we here?  An actual plot!  ‘An 
aspiring writer is repeatedly gang raped, humiliated, and left 
for dead by four men who she systematically hunts down to 
seek her bloody revenge.’”  She tossed the box at Vick and it 
skidded across the coffee table.  “Nice.”
 “Sounds a lot worse than it is.”
 “Don’t be f*cking stupid, Vick.  I just spent the last 
hour trying to get your son off to sleep, just like last night, and 
the night before, and every other night this week.  He told me 
you showed him this over the weekend.  You want to explain 
to me how you justify letting him watch this shit?”
 Vick shrugged.  “He wanted to watch it.  Besides, I 
made him close his eyes during the sex parts.”
 “Oh god Vick, do you know how pathetic that 
sounds?  He’s only seven years old.”
 “I know how old he is.”
 “Do you?”
 “Said I did, didn’t I?”
The scream from Tommy’s room was loud enough to make 
them both wince.  It was a shrill sound, high and piercing, the 
nightmare scream of a child being mauled be a wild animal.
 “Mommymommymommymommymommy!”
 Sharon shot Vick a glare.  “F*cking asshole,” she said 
and then rushed off to Tommy’s bedroom, trailing cigarette 
smoke behind her.
 “Don’t see what the big deal is…” Vick mumbled 
to himself, trying to settle back into the game, although he 
knew it was ruined now.  The Bullets were down by twenty-
six points and Vick could feel his mood turning sour, just like 
the beer in his stomach.  There was going to be a fight.  Vick 
could smell it in the air like an approaching thunderstorm, 
now the only question was how bad it would be.  Sharon was 
still sporting the remains of the black eye he had given her last 
week when they had fought over his missing tools.  Sharon 
had denied taking them, of course, but who else could it have 
been?  Vick wouldn’t put it past her for a second to put his 
things in hawk just to get back at him.  Last week it had been 
his garden shears, the ones he used to trim the dogwood trees Ch
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that lined the front yard, the week before it had been his  
recoilless hammer with the leather grip, and the week before 
that his hand-cranked drill, along with all the bits.   
 And now this.  Vick read the tag line along the side 
of the box: “After it was all over...she waited...then she struck 
back in a way only a woman can!”  Part of Vick knew he was 
wrong for showing Tommy movies like this.  They were noth-
ing like the horror flicks he had watched growing up.  Those 
seemed almost wholesome in comparison to this new, ruthless 
species of horror movie that had cropped up.  But Tommy 
would beg and plead while they were in the rental store,  
promise Vick that he wouldn’t be afraid this time, that he 
would be a big boy.  Vick didn’t think most of the movies 
were that scary, it was more like there was a competition to 
see who could kill people in the messiest ways.  But there had 
been one that really got under Vick’s skin, so much so that it 
had invaded his dreams, not just for one night, but a whole 
weeks worth of nightmares that left him in a cold sweat and 
thrashing at the sheets.  
 He couldn’t remember the title (Vick was sure it  
must have been some kind of massacre, all the movies  
Tommy begged him to rent had a some kind of a variation  
of a massacre in their title) but the plot had stuck: a family  
of demented, cannibalistic hermits managed to capture a 
county health inspector who had been sent to shut down 
their dilapidated pig farm.  The hillbilly family drugged the 
unsuspecting municipal employee, tied him to their dining 
room table, arms and legs akimbo, and then set to work on this 
pitiful asshole with a pair of kitchen shears, the kind used to 
cut through bone and gristle, snipping here and there with an 
almost playful indifference, starting first with his fingers and 
toes, before moving onto his ears, nose, lips, tongue…  That 
particular scene had seemed to go on for hours, but it wasn’t 
the part that had given Vick the nightmares.  The movie had 
appeared to be over, the family of freaks dealt with by the 
sheriff and his .22, but as they searched the house one of the 
deputies opened a closet door and that’s when the unfortunate 
health inspector had come tumbling out of the closet, mewling 
incoherently, pink nubs of scar tissue instead of fingers and 
toes, a gaping hole where his nose had once been, and a pair 
of wet, empty sockets for eyes.  He had looked exactly like 
a pink, wriggling, baby mouse, and the sight of that was so 
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pathetic that Vick’s subconscious hadn’t been able to exorcise 
it even in his worst nightmares.  But Tommy hadn’t acted 
scared at all, even during the last scene that had given Vick the 
nightmares.  Vick had looked over at one point, expecting the 
boy to be cowering behind a blanket, but the look on his face 
was more like one of struck rapture.      
 Vick could hear Sharon banging around in the kitchen 
before she finally reappeared in the living room, holding a 
glass of wine.  “He’s scared out of his mind, Vick.  Every time 
I try and turn out the lights he starts to panic.”
 Vick looked down at the video cassette box on the 
coffee table, gave it a nudge with his big toe.  “I’ll handle it,” 
he said, before tilting his head back and pounding the last of 
his beer.
 “Hold on.  He doesn’t need you in there yelling at 
him.”
 “Who said anything about yelling?”
 “Vick, please.”
 “Said I’ll handle it.”
 Tommy was in bed, still wide awake.  Every light 
in his room was on; both Yoda and Snoopy night lights on 
opposite walls, even the naked bulb in his closet was burning, 
banishing shadows and monsters.  Tommy had the blankets 
pulled up to just under his nose and he was only visible as 
a head of dark brown hair, a cowlick and a pair of eyes.  He 
has his mother’s eyes, Vick thought.   Vick let his gaze 
drift around the room, from the Star Wars posters on the walls, 
to the pile of stuffed animals at the foot of Tommy’s bed, light 
glinting off their glossy eyes.  Green army men lay strewn 
across the floor, casualties of some imaginary battle.  Vick 
kneeled down and picked a handful of the plastic soldiers.  
Some of them had been mutilated; faces melted off, limbs 
ripped from their bodies, suffering the cruel fate of toys left to 
the mercies of a small child.
 “Mom says you won’t go to sleep,” Vick said, letting 
the plastic soldiers fall from this hand.  “Mom says you’re 
scared because of the movie we watched.”
 “No!”  Tommy said.  “I just….”
 “So you’re not scared?  I can tell mom that you’re 
ready to go to sleep on your own?  
With the lights off?”
 Tommy was silent, staring at the row of stuffed  Ch
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animals at the foot of his bed.  Vick could see tears welling in 
his eyes.
 “You said when we rented the movie that you were 
going to be a big boy, remember Tommy?  You said you 
wouldn’t get scared like some baby.  You promised me and 
now you got dad in trouble.  Only babies cry out for their 
mommies.”
 “Yeah, but…..”
 “You said to me, right there in the store, ‘Daddy, I 
can watch it, I’ll be okay, I’ll be a big boy.’  Isn’t that what you 
said?”
 “Yeah, but I wasn’t scared when I was watching it,” 
Tommy said, a look of frustration passing over his face.  “It’s 
just when it’s over and it’s nighttime and the lights are off….”
 “That’s the same thing, Tommy Boy.”
 “I’ll be okay this time.”
 “How do I know that?”
 “Because I promise.”
 “You promised in the store and here we are again.”
 “I promise, okay?  I promise, I promise, I promise.”
 “I don’t want to have to come back in here.  You 
know what’s going to happen if I have 
to come back into this bedroom just one more time tonight?”
 Tommy was silent.
 “Okay then.”  Vick went around the room turning the 
lights out one by one, staring with the Yoda, then Snoopy, then 
the light in the closet.  When he stopped by the switch for the 
overhead light Tommy’s eyes grew wide with panic.
 “Just one light, daddy,” he said.  “Please?”
 “Tommy….”
 “Just a night light.  Then I can go to sleep.”
 “No,” Vick said.  “You’re going to act like a big boy.  
You made me a promise and you’re 
going to keep it.”  Vick went to flick off the light, and for a 
split second, just before the room went dark, Vick could have 
sworn he saw Tommy’s eyes narrow and his lip curl into a 
snarl.  
 “Night Tommy,” Vick said.  “Shut those eyes and get 
to sleep now.  And I don’t want to hear you calling for your 
mother.”
 On the way back to the living room Vick stopped  
by the kitchen and dug out another can of beer from the  
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refrigerator.  The cheap beer was starting to give him a  
headache, but he knew even if he stopped drinking now it 
wouldn’t get any better.
 “I talked to him,” Vick said, crashing back down into 
the recliner.
 “You did, huh?” Sharon said.
 “Yeah, I did.  Told him there was nothing to be scared 
of.  He’s in bed right now.  
Problem solved.”
 “He’s just a little boy, Vick.  You can’t show him 
movies like that.  It’s going to warp him for life.”
 “He won’t be a little boy forever Sharon.  He has to 
grow up sometime.”
 “And this is how you help him?  By showing him 
movies like this?  Christ Vick, why don’t you just have a 
double feature of I Spit on Your Grave and Deep Throat and 
his education will be complete.  Hell, we can pull him out of 
school.”
 “It’s not like that,” Vick said, closing his eyes.  The 
headache was intense now, a little 
white dot of pain in the center of his vision. 
 “Hopeless.  That’s you Vick, hopeless.”
 “F*ck you Sharon.  I’m not a bad father.”
 “F*ck you, Vick.  If you’re not a bad father then act 
like a good one.”
 “He’s fine,” Vick said through gritted teeth.  “If you 
just stop coddling him, he’ll be fine.  You’re turning him into a 
f*cking momma’s boy with all of your f*cking hovering.  He 
doesn’t need so much protecting.”
 “I’ll remember that the next time I’m in the  
emergency room lying about how I broke my nose.”
Vick shot up out of the recliner before he even realized what 
he was doing, his hands balled into fists, overturning the rest 
of his beer and spilling it onto the carpet.  For some reason the 
quick, violent movement soothed this headache.
“What was that?” Vick said.  “What did you just say to me?”   
Don’t hit her, Vick thought.  Just scare her, don’t hit her, just 
scare her and then get in the car and go somewhere, anywhere.  
And that’s just what he would have done, what he wanted to 
do, but Sharon did something Vick did not expect.  She sprung 
up and out of the love seat, spread her legs like baseball 
pitcher, and threw her wine glass in an overhand motion, Ch
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nailing Vick square in the forehead.
 The pain was immediate and intense, sending Vick to 
his knees.
 “What…the…f*ck…Sharon!”  Vick gasped, clapping 
both hands over the wound.  Blood was flowing freely, warm 
and sticky between his fingers.  “Are you out of your goddamn 
mind?”
 “Oh god, just stay back Vick,” Sharon said, backing 
away, the expression on her face somewhere between amuse-
ment and terror at what she had just done.  “I’m sorry, okay?  
I didn’t mean that, you just scared me.  Look, I’ll get the first 
aid kit and clean you up, okay, just stay back Vick, okay?”
 And it might have been okay.  Would have been okay, 
Vick was still too stunned to be really angry.  But when he 
took his hand away from his face, the blood still running in a 
steady flow from the six inch gash on his forehead, Sharon did  
something else Vick did not expect.  She laughed.  It started 
out as just a giggle, then her sides began to heave with the  
effort of keeping it in, her face turning bright red.
 “What the F*ck are you laughing at?” Vick said.
 “Haha--I don’t know,” Sharon said, tears in her eyes.  
“Oh god, I’m sorry Vick, it’s just-haha-you look like-haha-
like…”
 “Like what?”
 “You look like-” And she nearly shrieked this last 
bit, as if there were some little part of her that still didn’t want 
to come out, but it simply had too, like foam escaping from a 
shaken up soda bottle.  “You look like the …the saddest little 
clown!”
 “What?”  Vick didn’t understand what she was  
saying.   
 Something about a clown.  Everything was beginning 
to blur now, the world receding behind a haze of anger.  Then 
he turned and caught his reflection in the picture window and  
saw what Sharon meant.  Blood had run down his face,  
around his eyes, past his lips, and even in the dim reflection 
Vick could see he really did look like one of those rodeo 
clowns with the weepy make up, but Vick failed to see the 
humor.  What he saw instead was a his wife, hand over her 
mouth trying to stifle her laughter, tears in her eyes, pointing  
afinger like he were a monkey in the zoo.
 “Oh Vick, I’m sorry, I don’t mean to laugh, it’s  
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just-”  Before Sharon could finish Vick was up off his knees 
and launching himself towards her, both arms out like the  
lineman he used to be in high school.  Sharon turned to run but 
her foot caught in the folds of her bathrobe and she tumbled to 
the floor.  Vick landed on top of her, forcing the air from her 
body in a great whoosh.  He grabbed Sharon by her ponytail 
and yanked her neck back, screaming into her ear.  
 “What’s the matter!  Not so funny anymore!”  Vick 
gave her head another tug and Sharon yowled, her lacquered 
nails digging into the carpet.  Vick grabbed her wrists and 
pulled her loose, flipping her over onto her back.  “Come on!  
Tell me! What’s so f*cking funny?”
 There wasn’t anything funny anymore, that much was 
obvious.  Sharon was screaming like a wildcat, bucking and 
heaving underneath of him.  Vick let go of Sharon’s right arm, 
cocked back a fist, trying to decide where to hit her; the face, 
the stomach, the chest, all of these decisions running through 
his mind in the space of half a second.  But as he was  
deciding where to send the blow Sharon lashed out, hooking 
her manicured nails into the fat of his cheek.  She dug in and 
raked and Vick felt a sudden, hot flush of pain.
 Vick slapped a hand to his cheek.  He could feel the 
deep ruts going from his temple to his chin beginning to ooze 
blood.  
 “Girl,” Vick said, his tone flat, almost serene.  He 
could feel something turning inside of him, a veil of red 
coming down over his vision that was actually calming, as 
if a switch inside him had turned and now he didn’t have to 
check his anger anymore, he was free to do her what he liked.  
“You’ve just gone and done the dumbest thing in your life.”
 “Oh god, Vick no, please don’t.”
 Vick raised his fist again, ready to pound Sharon 
until his arm got sore, but just as he did something entered 
his peripheral vision, causing him to hesitate.  He looked, and 
standing there in the doorway, wearing footy pajamas, a corner 
of his baby blanket stuffed into his mouth, was Tommy.  He 
didn’t speak, only stared dumbfounded at his parents there on 
the living room floor, bloodied and tearing at one another like 
two alley cats. 
 “Tommy, get your ass back in bed, right now!” Vick 
said.  “Mommy and daddy are fighting, so go back to bed!”
 “No!” Sharon screamed.  “Run Tommy!  Run to your Ch
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room and lock the door!”
 But Tommy didn’t listen to either of his parents.  
Instead of  
retreating back into his bedroom, the boy turned on his heel 
and headed for the kitchen.  Vick could hear the hiss of the 
sliding glass door leading to the backyard open and then slam 
shut.
“ Tommy!” Vick bellowed.  He climbed off of Sharon 
and stumbled into the kitchen.  Vick pressed his face against 
the glass, leaving a smear of blood, but all he could see in the 
dark was the ghostly outline of the back deck.  
“ Goddamnit.” Vick went to the cupboard under 
the sink and dug out a flashlight.
 “Leave him alone,” Sharon called from behind him, 
her face and bathrobe splattered with Vick’s blood.  “If you 
take one step out that door I swear to god I’ll call the police, 
Vick.  I mean it this time.”
 Vick still had enough sense left to appreciate the 
irony that if someone took one look at Sharon he would go to 
jail, even though the blood was all his and the only one who 
had been hurt tonight was him, but this did nothing to improve 
his temper.  He dropped the flashlight and was across the 
kitchen in a flash, grabbing Sharon by the collar of her robe, 
pulling her close.  Sharon raised her hands to fight, her fingers 
hooked into claws, but Vick was ready this time.  He gave her 
a quick rabbit punch to the stomach and Sharon let out a little 
gasp, then sunk slowly to the floor.
 “Call the police, huh?” Vick said.  “And get me 
locked up on a Friday night? Not f*cking likely.”  Vick turned 
to the phone, regarded the device for a moment as if he had 
never seen it before, then took it in both hands and ripped it 
off the wall with a soft grunt.
 “Don’t move,” Vick said, dropping the phone on the 
kitchen floor, rattling the tinny bell inside.
 Vick wasn’t the type to be scared of the dark, but 
as soon as the sliding glass door closed behind him he felt 
unnerved.  There wasn’t a star in the sky, or even the hint of 
a moon, and the night seemed to stretch out into an inky void 
beyond the edge of the wooden deck. Tommy was out there 
somewhere, though.  Vick clicked on the flashlight, but the 
light was dim and brown and only made the area outside its 
beam seem darker.
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 “Tommy!” Vick called out.  “No more games!  Get 
your ass back in here or there’s going to be hell to pay!”
 Vick let the threat hang there in the air.  Usually that 
was enough to bring the boy to heel, but the only response was 
a gust of chill wind blowing the through the arms of his  
threadbare t-shirt.
 “Last warning!”
 No reply.  Vick hopped off the porch and started after 
him.
 Vick had a pretty good idea of where the boy might 
be hiding.  He didn’t think Tommy brave enough to hide in the 
woods that stretched out behind their property, not in the dead 
of night at least.  No, the boy would be hiding somewhere he 
felt safe, inside of little clubhouse the two of them had built a 
couple of summers ago.  
 The clubhouse was at the back of their property, a 
vague shape in the dark, just out of range of the weak beam 
from Vick’s flashlight.  It wasn’t anything more than a few 
pieces of plasterboard and some corrugated metal sheets Vick 
had scavenged from the dump and then screwed haphazardly  
together into a kind of makeshift lean-to, but the boy had  
really loved it.  Sharon called it tetanus-shot-heaven, but Vick 
had thought it just the sort of thing he would have loved as a 
kid.  Vick had cut out a little door at the front, just big enough 
for a seven year old to kneel down and slip through, and  
multiple rooms for Tommy to play and get lost in, a little 
world of his own.  
 There was another powerful gust of wind, chilling 
Vick to the bone.  He wrapped his arms around his chest, 
felt his teeth beginning to rattle in his jaw.  Even the ground 
was cold against his bare feet.  What a sight I must be, Vick 
thought.  Covered in blood, staggering through the dark.  I 
must look like the killer in one of those horror movies, except 
I’ve got a flashlight instead of an axe.
 The clubhouse was in front of him now.  He could see  
where the weather had taken its toll.  The plasterboard looked 
swollen and pulpy and in some places the corrugated steel  
had begun to rust along the rivets.  But it was still there, still 
standing, even in this whipping November wind.
 “Tommy!  I know you’re in there.  Come out of there 
before you make this any worse on yourself.”  The clubhouse  
shook and Vick could hear the scrabbling sounds of  Ch
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someone moving around inside.  “One more warning.  I’m 
serious Tommy.  Don’t make me come in there after you.”
 Only silence as a reply.  “Alright, have it your way.”
 Vick dropped to his hands and knees, shuffled his 
way through the little archway, just enough room on either 
side for him to squeeze inside.  The air was close and had a 
pulpy, wet paper smell from the plasterboard.  Vick tucked the 
flashlight under one arm, crawled a little farther inside, and 
when he turned the light around the inside of the clubhouse 
what he saw shocked him.
 Hung along the walls were all of Vick’s missing 
tools.  There was his hand-cranked drill hanging from its 
handle on a nail in the wall, and over there his handsaw that 
he thought he left behind on a job last month, and in the far 
corner his recoilless hammer.  
 “What in the hell.”  Vick turned the dim light around 
in the corners of the clubhouse and caught sight of Tommy, 
crouched in the corner.
 “Little bastard,” Vick said, lunging after the boy, 
who scrabbled backwards just out of reach.  “C’mere, god-
damnit.  You’re just making this worse.”  Vick lunged again, 
just caught the heel of Tommy’s pajamas, but it squirted out of 
his grasp and Tommy was disappeared again, through another, 
even smaller door into the next room of the clubhouse.
 “Okay, if that’s the way you want it.”  If Tommy 
wanted to disobey his father and run, then he would find 
out the consequences of that, just like Sharon had learned 
when she laughed at him.  Vick was going to stomp the little 
clubhouse to smithereens, and lets see Tommy scamper his 
way out of that.  Vick began to wriggle his way out of the 
clubhouse, twisting his hips back and forth, but he found he 
couldn’t move.  He dug his bare toes into the dirt, pressed 
his hands against the pulpy walls, but he couldn’t gain any 
leverage lying there on his stomach, his generous love handles 
jammed in the little doorway like a wrist in a pickle jar.  
 Vick heard it before he saw it, the harsh sound of 
metal grinding against metal, followed by a quick snap.  
Snick-snap, snick-snap.  The sound rebounded off of the tin 
roof and the plasterboard walls, filling the club house.  Vick 
brought the flashlight around to focus on the source of the 
sound.
 “Tommy?”
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 The boy was there, crouched just inside the small 
doorway.  In his hands he held a pair of gardening shears-
-Vick’s gardening shears.  He pulled them open and then 
snapped them shut again, the blades rasping against one 
another.  
 “Tommy, no time for games now, I’m stuck,” Vick 
said, but Tommy didn’t respond, only continue to open and 
close the shears—snick-snap, snick-snap.
 “Come on now, Tommy.  This is your father.  Give 
me a hand out of here.  Don’t make me ask you again.”  
 Vick’s voice cracked at the end and a smirk crept 
over the boy’s face.
 “Come on now son, help me out of here.”  Vick could 
feel his insides going watery, and he suddenly felt like he 
had to take a long and roaring piss, half-case of beer sloshing 
around inside of his bladder.  “I wasn’t going to hurt you, you 
know that right?  I would never hurt you unless there was a 
good reason.  I’m your father, I’m supposed to help you grow 
up…it’s my job, to you know...help you grow up?”
 Tommy’s smirk was now a smile, wide and bright, 
a young boy on Christmas morning, when the whole world 
was just a big package full of surprises waiting to be opened.  
It was a smile of anticipation, of finally getting something 
you’ve been waiting a long time for, maybe something you 
didn’t even know you wanted.
 Vick’s flashlight dimmed, then went out altogether.  
Darkness now.  Tommy was only a shadow amidst the other 
shadows, but Vick could still hear the shears, snick-snap, 
snick-snap.  They sounded sharp.  I should know, Vick 
thought, I just oiled and sharpened them a week ago.
 Vick closed his eyes, considered screaming, but knew 
that part would come soon enough.  For now he tried not to 
think about how many little pieces he had dangling off his 
body, all of those little bits, tried not to think about fingers, 
nose, lips, toes…
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From “We are Like Torches” Abstract Painting, 2010 by  
Daniel Rounds
 

Blood of the good hearted crawls out of its shell
Leaving it to crumble in the dust
Murder, torture, and chaos are all sisters in this place of 
lost innocence
Watching in laughter as the tasteless knives are put into 
children’s backs
 
Purity dies around me and I watch in fear
Never knowing if I may become a victim of dead youth 
as well
One by one they go down
Their porcelain hearts, now broken and crimsoned
 
I pick up a colorless skull that sits near me
It stares at me with its hollow eyes, telling me I’m 
trapped
I become worried and restless now
The hands of death beginning to pierce my soul
I fall limp among the innocent and the broken
As the skull rolls from my cold hands and turns bloody

Scarlet Fields 
of Innocence

Krista Maue
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When I was in my late teens, I was full to bursting with all 
things new. At least they were new to me. Minds, great  
and not so great, had been tossing around concepts like 
existentialism and all of its incestuous cousins forever but I, 
sheltered by my strict, religious upbringing, remained  
unenlightened until I broke free at eighteen. For me,  
enlightenment came in the form of art school. Art school 
students are a sophisticated and condescending lot; you have 
to keep up. I devoured Camus and Sartre, pondered definitions 
of normal and deviant, debated deliberate choice, bemoaned 
facticity, and questioned everything. No topic was safe from 
my kohl-rimmed adolescent scrutiny, no individual safe from 
my turquoise-ringed disdain. And even the smallest freedoms 
were worth fighting for.
 My grandmother wouldn’t let me paint my room 
black. Flat out refused. I had a cool, artsy friend named Vivi 
who lived in a wonderfully hideous loft downtown. Vivi 
would cover her naked body in random colors of acrylics  
and then roll on enormous swaths of canvas to create her  
truly terrible paintings, which she then used to cover every 
inch of available wall space. Yet, I still resided in an off-white 
bedroom decorated with matching Queen Anne furniture  
and a twelve-year accumulation of pink ballet slippers. “Who 
decided that white is an appropriate wall color and black 
isn’t?”  I argued. “What defines a bedroom, Mema?  It’s just a 
room with a bed, right?  So, why does the wall color matter?”  
She didn’t budge.

Cow Poetry
(an excerpt)

Natalie Stsevens
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 I lost that battle, but I was victorious in the dinner 
spoon versus baby spoon debate. Not because I made any 
sense; she was just exhausted by that point and surrendered. 
“Who cares what spoon I use?  I like this one. It’s got  
personality, history, and it’s mine,” I said as I defiantly placed 
it on the table next to my plate. 
“But it’s a spoon for a baby. You’re not a baby, are you?” 
she sighed. “You could probably fit the whole thing in your 
big mouth.”  Which I immediately did, as this was obviously 
a challenge. I succeeded in shoving the entire utensil in my 
mouth and grinned around it. 
 “Look,” I said gleefully and not quite intelligibly, “I 
was born with a silver spoon.”  Mema turned to retrieve the 
soup tureen from the china cabinet, trying to hide her smile. I 
knew she loved me. And she usually let me have my way, so I 
ate vichyssoise with my old, tarnished-silver baby spoon while 
she sat across the table and shook her head.
 “There are rules for a reason,” she stated calmly, 
but with a hint of amusement or possibly of irritation. “For 
example, if we didn’t always put forks on the left and spoons 
on the right, people wouldn’t know which silverware belonged 
to them at dinner.”  
 I rolled my eyes and deliberately moved my fork to 
the right side of my plate. 
 Exasperated, she continued. “What if you’re invited 
to a fancy dinner party and you don’t know which fork to use 
for your salad?”  
 I had heard of some poet or painter or someone who 
would show up at public events barefoot and would eat his 
salad with his hands at expensive restaurants. I recounted this 
to Mema. She wasn’t impressed but laughed and said, “You 
little liar. You made that up.”  
I picked up my salad fork, hung it from the stud in my lower 
lip and waggled it up and down at her.
 And maybe I did invent that poet or painter or  
whatever he was. I don’t remember. What I do remember 
is being at a high-level corporate soirée a few years ago. I 
remember a cavernous, well-appointed room full of Bostonian 
dot-commers discussing stock options and retirement plans, 
craft beer and yacht slips, the current width of neckties. 
I was bored and uncomfortable in a tailored suit that  
practically shouted “Ally McBeal’s Closing Arguments,” 
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but on my best behavior as I was seated at a large, round 
table with The Boss to my right and The Really Big Boss to 
my left. Fresh bread was served with the salad course and I 
reached to my left only to discover that The Really Big Boss 
had nabbed my bread plate and my salad fork. I glanced to my 
right, hoping The Boss had also goofed. No such luck. I could 
hear Camus whispering in my ear:  Our wretched tragedies 
have a smell of the office clinging to them, and the blood that 
trickles from them is the color of printer’s ink. I felt a sudden, 
rebellious urge to eat my salad with my hands, but I restrained 
myself. I also didn’t eat any bread.
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 It surprised me when she showed up at my door. I had 
seen her earlier in town at the market, told her I was a good 
listener if she ever wanted to talk. I never thought she would 
take me up on it. But there she was, shivering from the cold. I 
brought her in and gave her a shot of brandy. She began telling 
me her story, first in small pieces. I wasn’t sure where it was 
going at first. It seemed like small details from an impres-
sionist painting. Soon, though, I began to see the whole, the 
sadness of it.
 When she was finished, I thanked her for telling me. 
I gave her a bit more to drink. She would need it to stay warm 
on the way home. Then she was gone. Her words still hung in 
the air, small clouds that drifted around the room and hovered 
near the ceiling.
 I poured myself a shot. After hearing her story, I  
realized that I too had a story that needed to be told. I needed 
to confide in someone else. Shared stories are better, I knew.  
It was too late to go into town again, to find someone who 
might listen. I decided to tell my story. I hoped that someone, 
somewhere, might hear it in time. I began speaking aloud in 
the empty room.
 Like this. Warts and all. I hope I am not being a  
burden to you. Yes, I know that some of the details are quite 
grim. But as you listen, maybe you will feel your own story 
stirring inside. It’s been there a long time. Festering. Germi-
nating. Floating, trapped, in memory. 
 Once I have finished telling you my story, maybe  
you will want to tell me yours. Yes, I know that my story has 
elements of her story. It’s something of a mix. When you tell 
me your own story, I know it will have pieces of my story, 
which is also partly her story. 
 Like I said, shared stories are better. Between us, all 
our stories will be told. Shared. They will go on floating free, 
country to country.  
Go ahead, tell me. I can be a good listener.

Stories
Christopher Woods
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 At that height, even traveling at such a velocity, 
the concept of movement was irrelevant.  If one stared 
out the window at a level angle, upon the horizon  
above the horizon formed where the lines of sky and 
cloud met, the plane seemed stilled in the atmosphere.  
Up and down the length of the aisle, the majority of the 
seats were filled with the usual suspects associated with 
air travel in Economy class.  There was a junior high 
youth group on board, two dozen boys and girls clad 
in their matching blue hoodies and wrinkled khakis; 
sprawled and entwined in a fidgeting mass of limbs,  
they gave off that clean yet heady scent that is  
associated with the onset of hormonal adolescence.  A 
young couple, recently honeymooned, or perhaps  
eloped, seemed to occupy the furthest row to the rear, 
before the restrooms, with their own self-absorbed 
bubble of space-time.  The elderly woman visiting her 
grandchildren, perhaps for the last time, was the only 
other passenger aware of their presence who was  
unashamed to watch them; she would not be  
considered a voyeur.  A large Indian family, overdressed, 
for they were moving, not traveling, remained close to 
one another, eyes dazed because at this hour in  
Mumbai they would all still be asleep.  A flight  
attendant who kept wiping her palms on her trim skirt 

Six-and-a-Half 
Miles from 

Tulsa, Oklahoma
Evan Jay Williams
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brought the handsome man sitting alone in the first row 
another tonic and lime, though he had not explicitly 
asked for one.  The pilot made an announcement  
regarding their current location.  Turning to his wife of 
many years, a middle-aged man said, “You know, at  
least there is some solace in consistency.  I know now 
that you’ll never want me to touch you, to make love to 
you.”
 Her hearing was not what it once was, but she 
must have heard; she did not however give any  
indication, acknowledgment, or confrontation; she 
merely continued with her crossword.  11 Across: T-H-
O-R-N.  A complimentary pretzel crumb, mealy with 
moisture, dropped to her inside leg.  She swiftly  
brushed it to the floor.  As a young girl that sloppiness, 
that vaguely vulgar gesture, would have embarrassed 
her, but now she was older.  No, old.  She wanted to 
explode, out of her tired skin and the metal casing of  
this plane.  She wondered what the other passengers 
were thinking, in the intense expanses of their private 
minds.  She watched to see which of them would be the 
first to combust, for surely they must, eventually.  
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